
HOW DO I INSTALL WINDOWS XP ON MY MAC USING
BOOT CAMP?

I'm thrilled to learn that I can now dual-boot my new Intel-based Mac so that I can live in
the warm fuzzy world of Mac OS X or flip over to the business world of Windows XP. I have
a shiny new copy of WinXP from my IT people, an Intel-based Mac Mini, and lots of
enthusiasm, but that's about it. How the heck do I actually install Windows XP on my Mac so
I can work in either operating system?

Dave's Answer:

There's been a lot written about Apple's
dramatic release of Boot Camp, a free
download that lets you repartition your
Intel-based Mac's drive and install
Windows XP as an alternative operating
system, but even the magazine coverage
I've seen doesn't give you screen-by-
screen details. So let's see what we can
do about that!

Your first step is to make sure you have
an Intel-based Mac: any G4 or G5 Mac

will not install Boot Camp and you won't be able to dual boot into Windows XP. You can still
run an emulator like Microsoft Virtual PC, but it's an inferior solution and my own experience
with VPC has been that it's glacial and useless for all but the most simplistic of Windows
applications. You'll also need to be able to burn a CD during the process: make sure you
have a blank, burnable CD disk on hand.

Now, download Boot Camp from the Apple site and double click on the ".dmg" disk image
that's dropped onto your desktop. Here's what you'll see:

Your first step, as highlighted in the "Read Before You Install" document, is to print a copy
of the Boot Camp Beta Installation & Setup Guide. Trust me, you'll want it!

Double-click on the "BootCampAssistant.pkg" icon and you'll be able to install the Boot Camp
assistant:
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assistant:

As with all Mac software installs, this will require you to type in your administrative
password. It's probably the same as your default account password:

A few seconds of activity later, you'll have the software successfully copied onto your
computer and can quit this first installer.

Now your first challenge: finding the new installation assistant! It turns out that the program
is installed on your computer in Applications --> Utilities --> Boot Camp Assistant. Launch it
and it's quite possible you'll see the same message I did:

No huge problem. Quit by clicking the "Quit" button, then go to Apple's Support Downloads
and check their Available Firmware Updates list to click directly to the firmware update for
your own Intel system. For my Mini, I simply go back to the downloads page and scan down
for the name of my system.

Once the correct firmware update is installed, you need to reboot, but not in the usual
fashion. Instead, press and hold the power button on the Mini itself -- it takes about ten
seconds -- until the power indicator light flashes repeatedly to begin the update. Your
system will boot and you'll see the Apple icon and a progress bar:
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That will advance, it took me about 90 seconds total, and you'll reboot again, ready to go!

Finally, we're ready to actually start working with Boot Camp itself. The first step is to read
all of Apple's warnings:

Okay, now let's proceed. First choice: do we want to burn a Macintosh Drivers CD, which
contains important device drivers for Windows XP so it can access the various hardware
parts of the Mac, or do we already have one. I don't already have one, so I'll choose the
default of "Burn a Macintosh Drivers CD now":



I slip in the blank disk and the system tells me it's "ready to burn". Click "Burn" and it'll do
everything necessary to create the Windows XP drivers CD. This took a few minutes on my
Mini, but it wasn't terribly long.

Next step is much more exciting: it's time to partition the hard disk!

Partitioning is a geeky buzzword for something that will actually make a lot of sense to you,
believe it or not. The idea is that if you have a large hard disk, why not configure it to act
like two small hard disks? Or three? In this way, smart system administrators can isolate
accounts, minimize out-of-disk-space errors and disruptions, and so on. With Apple Boot
Camp, we'll want to partition the default disk to allow us to have one "disk" that represents
the Windows XP world, and another "disk" that represents Mac OS X.

By default, Boot Camp offers up a pretty tiny partition for Windows, as you can see:

I'd recommend that you make it bigger if you're actually going to use Windows for anything
important; Microsoft recommends 10GB as the smallest reasonable and functional partition,
for example. If you're just playing, however, 5GB will probably work fine (until your first big
game install). I'll make mine 8GB to be somewhere in the middle.

Change the partition sizes by clicking and dragging on the vertical bar between the two



Change the partition sizes by clicking and dragging on the vertical bar between the two
areas until you have the size or sizes you desire. With my Mini configuration, it left me with
66GB for Mac OS X, of which 20GB is free, and 8GB for Windows XP.

Once the partitions are set up as you desire, click on "Partition" and keep your fingers
crossed (there is a slight chance it'll actually mangle everything on the disk. Not likely, but I
would definitely recommend you do one good, clean backup before you start experimenting
with Boot Camp).

The disk partition is what we Windows folk call non-destructive or dynamic, which means
that you don't have to reformat and then reinstall everything on both "sides" of the partition.
That's a very, very good thing. :-)

Once the partitioning is done, you're ready to install Windows itself:

Fortunately, I have a pristine new copy of Microsoft Windows XP Pro with SP2 included for
PCs without Windows (who would have thought I'd think of my Mac as a PC without
Windows?) and that's what I'll use. My thanks to Microsoft for sending it along...

Insert the WinXP installation DVD, wait for it to be recognized by Mac OS X (it'll show up on
your desktop with a cheery name like "VRMFPP_EN"), click on "Start Installation" and kiss
Mac OS X goodbye.

After a bit, you'll see the unfamiliar blue screen of a Windows installation:



Press ENTER or Return on the keyboard to continue, agree to the Microsoft warnings and
legal restrictions page, and you'll finally get to the "choose partition" list:

Take your time here to ensure that you pick the correct partition! You want to use
Partition C: which should match the size you just set too: notice on my screen it's 8407MB,
which is about 8GB, as expected. Move the highlight bar down to the correct partition and
press Enter to actually install WinXP.

Now you need to pick a partition formatting option. The two main choices are NTFS or FAT.
NTFS is more modern and supports very large partitions, but can't interoperate with Mac OS
X. FAT, on the other hand, can't support partitions larger than 32GB, but is compatible with
the Mac. You'll see why that's important later. For now, select FAT and do a full, not a quick,
format:



Now some time will pass while the partition is formatted using the Windows FAT32 format.
It took my system about five minutes to fill in the progress bar:

I won't document every single step involved in installing Windows XP as it's pretty
straightforward. Just make sure you have your product key available for the verification
step of the process. It's in the package within the Microsoft Windows XP disk, and it's really
a good idea to use a new version of the OS rather than the same key you've used with other
PCs in your office or home. Worst case, you can skip the verification step and have 30 days
of "trial period" before you have to deal with finding a valid key to enter for verification
purposes.

Once you've finished the full Windows XP install, which can take rather quite a while, your
system will reboot and you'll want to eject the WinXP install disk and slip in the Mac drivers
CD you burned earlier in the process.

With Windows, this is done by going to My Computer and right-clicking on the optical drive
D: then selecting Eject. Slip in the Mac disk and everything should just automatically launch
and start up. If not, look for and double click on the file Install Macintosh Drivers for Win
XP.exe. Here's what you'll see:



I admit, it's kind of weird to see a Mac installation program running within Windows XP on a
Mac computer, but it's a brave new world out there.

Probably, during the installation process, you'll learn that various components of your Intel-
based Macintosh haven't passed the Microsoft Windows compatibility test:

Apple assures us that it's safe to continue anyway, so I did. Three times!

Then you get to go through a few waves of "new hardware found", and in all cases you can
simply accept all the default settings for each wizard, as those guys in Redmond call 'em,
and proceed. Finally, you'll get to the last configuration screen:



Click "reboot now" and if the hardware compatibility Gods are smiling upon you, the Mac will
reboot right into Windows and you'll be the proud owner of a Macintosh that can run
Windows natively, astonishingly enough.

One last tip: to select which OS you want to run, hold down the OPTION key when you start
up the Mac and you'll be able to see both Mac OS X and Windows XP:

Use the arrow keys to move to the choice you desire, then press Enter or RETURN to select
it and zoom into that mode.

When you do boot into Mac OS X, you'll notice that there's a new hard disk on your desktop
too, called "NO NAME". Click on the name, count to five, and click again, then type
"Windows XP" and you'll forevermore realize what it is. And yes, you can navigate through it
and find your data files from when you're running Windows, but I'll talk about that in another
article!

It's a long, tricky process, but I hope this explains exactly how to install and get running
with Apple Boot Camp. Also, don't miss my tutorial on how to install Parallels to run
Windows XP within Mac OS X, rather than having to reboot each time you want to switch
systems.
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COMMENTS

The latest Apple ads I've been seeing for how you can run Windows on a Mac are now
mentioning Parallels in the fine print. Parallels is a virtual machine for running an instance of
Windows within OS/X.

If you don't need full-blown 3D performance, running Windows in a virtual machine, can be a
lot better. Virtualization is a LOT faster than the old Windows emulators like SoftWindows or
VirtualPC, and not just because of the newer faster CPUs.

Virtualization is faster because it doesn't have to translate instructions meant for an Intel
processor into instructions a PowerPC processor can understand. It can pass them straight
through.

It's not perfect, though. There is some speed loss and high-end graphics applications (like
games) may not work as well. So, if you want to do 3D gaming, you want to run Windows via
Boot Camp.

If, on the other hand, you've migrated your e-mail, calendar, and other goodies to your Mac,
but you have a couple of Windows-based business applications you can't leave behind,
virtualization is perfect.

With Boot Camp, all those apps (e-mail, calendar, etc.) are unavailable because you're booted
directly into Windows. To get at them, you have to reboot back into OS/X.

With virtualization, you're in OS/X, all those apps are available, and Windows is running in a
window just like any other program.

Boot Camp is neat, but unless you need 100% of your machine's power for a specific Windows
application, it's impractical.

Seems even Apple is realizing virtualization is the way to go.

Posted by: Greg Bulmash at June 21, 2006 12:46 PM

Great article, thank. I want to also back up the poster who mentioned Parallels virtualization
software. It is fast and powerful, and it allows basic Windows functionality. I don't really want a
dual boot machine, so this works great for me.

Posted by: Susan Midlarsky at June 27, 2006 10:45 AM

hello Mr Dave Taylor !
i have a mac ( MacBook G4 ) can i install ms windows Xp.... and it's will work like Pc or not
??????
but if i won't Xp anymore can i uninstall it again ???
and i don't have internet connection on my mac how can i update software????

Posted by: RockeR at July 24, 2006 12:10 PM

Nice article, I am having trouble with my Mac Mini bootcamp install. I can not get past the
firmware update message, my firmware and system is up to date? Any advise on this?
Thankx in advance.
Greg

Posted by: Greg Rys at July 31, 2006 2:55 PM

Article is great. I've encountered another problem installing Windows XP on my MacBook. The
MacBook rejects the Windows XP installation disk before even starting the install. Any
suggestions?
Philip

Posted by: Philip at November 1, 2006 10:50 AM
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That's very helpdul Dave, thank you for taking he time to post.

Mr C

Posted by: Mr C at November 25, 2006 6:22 PM

Many thanks. was beginning to panic till I found this. Thank god i still had my old mac running
so I could get this info would have been impossible otherwise

Posted by: david at January 20, 2007 2:42 PM

Yes - thanks for this guide. When I got to the partition selection in the XP set up I had no clue
what to do and exited, but - most distressingly - to a black screen that said "Missing operating
system". I couldn't even get to OS X.

I then loaded this page on to another machine, worked out by deduction that holding down ctrl
with the power key would restart using the XP disc and followed the installation guide here to
the letter. I'd reccomend anyone to do the same.

Posted by: Simon at January 26, 2007 3:55 PM

Excellent article. The XP installation went fine. However, when i placed the Macintosh Driver
CD, the windows read the initial part and then did not respond. I tried re-starting the system
few times, but it always stop at the beginning of Macintosh Driver installation. I was wondering
if the CD i created for Mac Drivers is not working or got damaged. Now, what do you think i
need to do? I can not access any of the mac hardware because windows can not recognize it. I
have no other Drivers CD for mac. All i got, is the original Mac OS X installation discs.

Appreciate your assistance in this matter.

Thanks again.

Posted by: Alroughani at March 21, 2007 12:56 AM

Thanks a lot, this worked wonders for me. Keep up the good work sir.

Posted by: Taylor at March 22, 2007 1:41 PM

Hi Dave,

You are the MAN. Excellent article. I will be following your doc to install XP tomorrow on my
new Mac Mini.

Thanks.

Posted by: Sammy at March 22, 2007 9:21 PM

My keyboard on my macbook pro does not work when i reach the blue screen, therefore, I
cannot even start the installation. please help

Posted by: Tin at March 29, 2007 7:33 PM

hi i have a macbook pro os/x verion 10.4.9 ,,,,,,,, can i put windows vista on my mac or is it
only xp ? thank you for your help

Posted by: brian hudson at March 30, 2007 9:25 AM

When I install BootCamp assistance after "authenticate" installation starts, appears a sentence
installation complete but no window that would allow to burn MAC drivers or select the partition
appears.

Many thanks.

Cheers,
Mo

Posted by: mo at April 3, 2007 2:18 PM

Hi Dave,

You're The Bomb. 
Thank you!

now ...
HELP!



Can I uninstall Windows and repartion ... and then redo?

I have a new MacBook Pro (160MB hard drive).
When partitioning, I chose the default 32GB.
I have Frontpage, Pagemaker ... a number of Windows apps to install ... and wanted to have
the FAT partition option.

After selecting "Use DeFault Size" which was 32GB and installing Windows XP Professional, C:
Partition3 [Unknown] is displaying as a little over 32000 MB and FAT is not an option.

Is there anything I can do to change the parition size now?

Hopefully, with appreciation,
Linda

Posted by: Linda West at April 13, 2007 10:02 AM

Thanks Dave for the info.

Posted by: Fred at April 15, 2007 8:27 AM

Hey dave I need help in getting windows off my computer it has slowed my apple software
right down. What do I do?

Posted by: dave davies at April 20, 2007 1:17 AM

Hi Dave, I will be following the procedures to install XP on a Macbook but I am having great
dofficulty tring to work out whether I have to have a full retail XP or an OEM ?

Posted by: Sid at April 21, 2007 12:30 PM

May I only Install pure-WinXP OS with MAC OS in Intel Core2Duo MacBook ?

Posted by: KangCC at April 24, 2007 3:57 AM

hey dave thanx for the info bro
hey i just wanted to ask that wht will happen after the beta version expires?? does it effects the
windows xp??
will it stop working or wht?? 
or nothin will happen?
can u help me out with this 
ill be w8ing for ur answer bro

Posted by: Faheem at May 8, 2007 4:09 AM

Windows is working as well as mac. But I could not install the mac disked I burned. Can I go
back and install it. I tried to run it in widows nothing happenes. Thanks for help

Posted by: Darrell at May 15, 2007 6:48 PM

Hy!
So firstly thanks a lot for your help, I got it working perfectly, just one small (but important)
problem. I have a MacBook Pro and after installing the Macintosh Drivers Disc for Windows my
trackpad and keyboard stopped working. I havn't checked yet i it works on the mac (suppose it
does, unless something HUGE has hapenned) but the thing is I ccan't get the system to
recognise tht it has a mouse and keyboard of it's own.

What should I do?

Thanks!

Posted by: ariben at May 21, 2007 1:43 PM

Ariben, are you sure you have the latest version of the Boot Camp drivers? There were some
changes in 1.2 that were supposed to *improve* the compatibility of the trackpad and
keyboard. If you aren't getting there, is it possible that the stall-out is during the installation of
WinXP itself? In which case, you might well have a non-SP2 version of Windows, which won't
install correctly.

Posted by: Dave Taylor at May 21, 2007 4:47 PM

Fantastic article, helped me along quite a bit. However, I seemed to have reached a point that I
can't get past.

After I partition, I insert the Windows XP CD and click Start Installation. When the computer (a



After I partition, I insert the Windows XP CD and click Start Installation. When the computer (a
Mac Pro) restarts, I see the familiar grey screen, and then nothing; my monitor even says "No
Digital Signal". Any idea what's going on here?

Posted by: Jake Boxer at May 22, 2007 10:52 PM

great article and thanks for the step by step guide, but when i try to load up windows i get this:

Starting Caldera DR-DOS...

EMM386 3.27 Copyright (c) 1992, 1998 Calder, Inc. All rights resevred.
EMM386: Warning: Address line A20 already enabled.
Frame=D000 Kb=32768
DPMS 1.44 Copy right (c) 1992, 1997 Caldera, INC All rights reserved

_ <---(blinking scroll)

the cd I am using is Windows XP (sp2)...maybe i burnt the iso wrong?

Posted by: mike at May 23, 2007 1:15 PM

Great Article...Just wondering whether you need to have Win xp with Service pack 2 to be
installed on mac. I've only got Xp with service pack 1 on it...

Help...Cheers

Posted by: lionel at May 29, 2007 7:48 AM

I don't know if it's a requirement as it is with Parallels, but I know that it's certainly a very
good idea. You can try installing SP1 and then using all the online updates (just keep running
Windows Update and rebooting until it finally says "no updates") and see how it works. Please
report back whether you have success or not.

Posted by: Dave Taylor at May 29, 2007 11:59 AM

Wow, man this is amazing. I'm just finishing the final installation right now, and so far it's been
incredibly easy and straightforward. Thanks a million, I literally couldn't have done it without
you.

Posted by: Will H at June 1, 2007 2:44 PM

Hi! I followed all the steps.. it came to the blue screen.. and once it says "welcome to steup,
press enter to conintue" it wont let me press enter.. nothing happends.. its as if it doesnt
recognize wen i press anything

please help

Posted by: amanda at June 3, 2007 8:11 PM

i cant seem to partition my disk and its telling me to repair it using disk utility but the repair
button is disabled.what should i do?

Posted by: joseph at July 2, 2007 1:45 PM

So... in the end, what happens when you made your Windows partition too small. How can you
"add more space" to the Windows partition?

Posted by: gary at July 6, 2007 12:42 AM

Help - Dave 
I've installed windows xp and I can't the install disk out. It does not show up under my
computer. What do I do - I can't shut my system down until I install the mac disk I burned.

Posted by: Lisa at July 10, 2007 11:14 AM

Hi Dave. I have a brand new MacBook Pro and the correct copy of windows xp. Everything with
the partitioning and copying windows files to the Mac went great. But then came the installation
of Windows. It went on and on for hours...eventually I just gave up. It seems there is a "loop"

or something and the installation of Windows just never happens. Any ideas? Thanks

Posted by: Mark at July 19, 2007 7:29 PM

Dave,

I just bought myself the MacBook and am planning to run the XP installation myself. Only thing
is, I don't remember whether I have XP/SP2 or SP1 - and I won't know until the install goes



is, I don't remember whether I have XP/SP2 or SP1 - and I won't know until the install goes
bust.

Is there any feedback on whether the SP1 -> SP2 update works, because I'm sure I have one of
the later Service Packs lying about with me.

Posted by: KeeDay at August 8, 2007 6:30 AM

When I get to teh set-up screen and choose the contiue option by pressing ENTER, nothing
happens. I have to shut down and reboot into Mac OS. What am i doing wrong?

Posted by: Bob at August 8, 2007 8:53 AM

hi Dave, your article on installing Windows on the Mac with Boot Camp was excellent!

Question: running Windows XP on the Mac I have the problem that the USB of my external HD
is not recoqnized and the message is: "insert disc in drive D". Previously any PC seemed to
pick up the external HD without a problem.
Thanks for your help!

Posted by: Marcel at August 8, 2007 11:46 AM

As far as I know, you really can't use SP1 at all, even if your intent is to immediately upgrade
it to SP2. You need an SP2 *install disk*, which might mean that you need to buy a newer copy
of XP.

Posted by: Dave Taylor at August 8, 2007 12:10 PM

Article is great. However, I've encountered a problem installing Windows XP on my MacBook.
The MacBook rejects the Windows XP installation disk before even starting the install. Any
suggestions?

Posted by: Adrian at August 8, 2007 2:56 PM

Once I get to the blue screen to press enter. I am unable to do anything. My macbook pro's
keyboard does not work. Now my mac doesn't work at all as I am unable to get the windows
disk out or boot up os x.

Please Help

Posted by: Eric at August 9, 2007 6:05 AM

Hey Dave, really need you to help me and the other guys up here on this one! : After getting to
the "blue screen" can't hit enter for some reason and continue the installation process.
(on my macbook)

Attaching external keyboards don't work either.
Posted by: Aneel at August 17, 2007 4:41 PM

Good write up, I need some help though. I have tried using a microsoft issued xp with sp2 disc,
the one with holograms, and a burned copy of that disk and a burned copy of xp pro, however
all of them are not recognized by the boot camp installer. They do show up on my desktop as
the VRMHOEM_EN name, what should I do to make them work or should I try to get my hands
on more/different copies of a disk?

Posted by: derek at August 18, 2007 6:08 PM

My keyboard on my macbook does not work when i reach the blue screen, therefore, I cannot
even start the installation. please help

Posted by: Grace at August 25, 2007 6:07 AM

I have a major problem. I did the man thing and didn't look at any instructions and tried to
install windows on my mac. I partitioned the wrong drive and now can't even get into my
desktop when I turn my computer on....Any suggestions?

Posted by: tim at August 31, 2007 9:04 AM

hi dave.... ive read your article but i have 1 question... can i do it with out the xp disc? or i
must have 1?

Posted by: yehonatan at September 1, 2007 5:22 AM

As far as I am aware, yes, you need a real Windows install CD to get going with either Boot
Camp or Parallels.



Posted by: Dave Taylor at September 2, 2007 8:21 AM

Hi Dave, thanks for this very helpful article!

But im sadly stuck on 'Welcome to Set-up' - I want to select 'Enter' to continue setting up
Windows XP but I can't seem to select this or use my enter key. (I actually can't seem to select
anything on my keyboard, even to quit.)

I do hope you can help and look forward to your reply.

Posted by: Sarah at September 5, 2007 9:06 AM

Hey Dave,

When I get to the blue set-up screen and choose the continue option by pressing ENTER, nothing
happens. I have to shut down and reboot into Mac OS. What am i doing wrong? And how do I
get the keyboard to work. Thanks

Posted by: Amit at September 8, 2007 11:51 AM

I have succesfully done everything up until installing windows. When i insert my disc and say
install in the assistant it says that the cd can't be found. Im using an xp disc with sp2 so it
should work. Shouldnt it?

Posted by: Jack at September 8, 2007 12:16 PM

Ok the issue is with the Service Packs...try and find a different version of XP discs. The
different version (without SP) worked for me.

Posted by: Dammit at September 8, 2007 12:19 PM

could someone send me the link to the exact windows xp version that i need to buy??? i dont
know if the upgrade will work or which version that i need...

help please

Posted by: adam at September 10, 2007 2:49 PM

Is there a way to add more space to the windows disk after the initial partition? I made it too
small and I want to redo it without doing the whole thing over.

Posted by: mitch at September 10, 2007 5:13 PM

Hey Dave great article worked all the way through until I reached the blue screen at the
beginning of windows installation at which point my enter key and the rest of my keyboard
ceased to work except the power button please help!
oh by the way im using macbook which is fully updated. 
thanks kamran

Posted by: kamran at September 10, 2007 8:08 PM

Mitch, don't know how to resize the partition in Boot Camp, I'd just Google it if I were you. :-)

Kamran, if you are experiencing the dead computer problem, I bet you don't have the proper
Windows XP SP2 install disk. Try borrowing one from someone else. Remember, an original
(SP1 or pre-SP) WinXP will *not* install properly, as far as I know.

Posted by: Dave Taylor at September 14, 2007 8:10 PM

hello dave,

i have just bought a paralles desktop for my mac,
i have tried installing it , everything is fine , i already have windows in it , the problem is trying
to figure out where is my windows on the mac? so that once i install and then windows can run
on mac parallelly,,

please mail me back,

thanks in advance,
regards
cheers !!

Posted by: harish at November 7, 2007 1:41 PM

I try to install the Windows XP Pro, in my MAC, but after doing the partition? when I got to the



I try to install the Windows XP Pro, in my MAC, but after doing the partition? when I got to the
point where you have to choose the disk to install windows, then it didn't show the one I
choose, so I cancel the installation and now I only get a blank screen, everytime that I turn my

computer and have no idea how to start up OX S, even inserting the Leopard CD, etc... please
I'll appreciatte if you could help me on this items

Posted by: Daniel at November 18, 2007 10:28 AM

SP1 can be installed through boot camp, but it fails part way through (did for me at least...)
and if it doesn't windows won't run (from what i have read) because theres drivers lacking, and
the Apple cd doesn't work with SP1...

not the end of the world, i got it to work (see blog on my website...) but you will need fusion /
parallels or something (the trial version should work fine if you dont have the full version.) all
you have to do is boot up the boot camp partition as a VM in Mac and complete the installation
of SP1 (depending on how far you got...) then upgrade to SP2 (download the network install file
same as slipstreaming). Reboot with the mac drivers cd in, run the installs and continue on as
normal.

Posted by: Matthew Robinson at November 21, 2007 9:46 AM

Ok, I didnt realize you needed SP2 so i put a windows cd for sp1 and now my comp wont reboot
at all. it will just keep asking me to reboot from cd and to keep installing windows over and
over again. OS X wont boot and theres no way i can take out the cd from the computer... Im
really scared! HELP ME

Posted by: Luke at November 23, 2007 1:24 PM

Hi everyone,
great article, but there is one obstacle i have not yet overcome:
When i want to install the macintosh drivers, a message tells me: "this software does not
support your hardware" but I did burn the drivers the way it told me to at the beginning. I think
it has to do with the version of bootcamp i'm using but i'm not sure. I have a Macbook and also,
now bootcamp isn't available without buying leopard so I had to change the date on my
computer to be able to use it without having an expired type of message. Can someone really
help, I know I'm not the only one who's been through this but I can't seem to find the right
answer.

Posted by: Alexandre VRLA at November 23, 2007 6:28 PM

Ok so, i have service pak 2, and while installing the windows os i get as far as the screen that
gives you updates on how Long your installation is going to take (39 Min). Now it seems that it
wont start installing windows and instead sounds like the disk is just trying to spin but not
getting very far and im unable to get past the green circle on preparing installation. Well i hope
that was enough information, thanks.

Posted by: Joel at November 28, 2007 6:05 PM

hold "option" key while grey screen comes on and after a while you should get a boot disk to
choose and can boot from the Mac OSX partition

Posted by: blahblabla at November 30, 2007 5:55 PM

If I load Boot Camp and install XP PRo, can I just install parallels at a later time if I find it
necessary? Or do I have to install the whole thing all over again. And will I be able to use same
XP Pro version and install Id numbers.

Posted by: Jerry C at December 15, 2007 2:14 PM

I've had the same problem. When the blue WindowsXP screen appeared my keyboard stopped
working. After reading a LOT of forums I found an easy way to saolve that. Just disconnect your
mouse before the WindowsXP screen loads....and voila. Good Luck.

Posted by: Rhapsody at December 19, 2007 10:21 AM

Dear Dave, I can't get icon to come on desktop when inserting a new copy of XP Pro with SP2,
It spins alittle then pops out. Once i did get there and hit start installation, but the macbook
restarted and I ended up with that black screen saying no bootable disc, I got out of that, but
still load this thing. Any suggestions?

Posted by: Jerry C at December 20, 2007 9:49 AM

mr. d.t.,
i just want to ask, i downloaded boot camp months ago, for an xp installation. but i got the



i just want to ask, i downloaded boot camp months ago, for an xp installation. but i got the
vista ultimate installer dvd now,and before installing it,i just want to know do i need to another
boot camp installer for vista(but there isn't available for beta,sigh)or could i just use the boot
camp that i already have? thanks!

Posted by: paul b at December 28, 2007 4:59 PM

I've installed windows on my Mac Book pro, but now it seems my battery life has been cut in
half! How can I uninstall windows or get rid of the partition?

Please help!

Posted by: Sylis at January 3, 2008 6:31 PM

Hi Dave,

I had Windows XP (SP2) installed in my MAC and the dual boot was working fine.
The windows installation got corrupted due to virus attack and I had to format the partition and
reinstall it.
But I have misplaced the windows driver CD. How do I create another?

Please suggest...

-Sutanu

Posted by: Sutanu at January 4, 2008 6:54 AM

Hi Dave,

I am trying to install windows xp onto my macbook, but I have a xp disc with only service pack
1 and I know I need one with SP2. What can I do? Does that mean I have to buy a new CD?
PLease help!!

Thank you!!
-ALbert

Posted by: Albert at January 13, 2008 12:31 PM

Hey Dave,
I am running on a mac book pro that already has Leopard installed. I ran through Boot Camp
Assistant which comes on the computer by default. Do I need to download the beta version? I
assume so I tried to partition. An error kept on coming up. 
"The disk cannot be partioned because some of the files cannot be moved. Back up the disk and
use disk utility to format it as a single Mac OS Extended (Journal) volume. Restore your
information to the disk and try using boot camp assistant again."
I am uncertain what to. Am i suppose to wipe everything by re-running Leopard again. Before i
take such a dramatic step i wanted to get your opnion on the issue.

Thanks, Evan

Posted by: Evan at January 13, 2008 7:27 PM

Hi Dave!

Is there a way I can run Windows alone on my mac? I understand its quite weird doing it, But
just that I'd love to do it that way.

Can you please help me>
Thanks, Aparna

Posted by: Aparna at January 17, 2008 6:28 AM

Very very help full,
thank you so much.

Posted by: Ibrahim at January 18, 2008 1:17 AM

Hi
I have recently installed boot camp and all went fine...... untill i inserted my mac os x disk to
install airport drivers etc. I got a message saying windows needs to update to perform boot
camp drivers install ( or something along those lines ), the problem is that i cant go on the net
to install updates because i need the airport or ethernet driver to connect to the internet.

ANY IDEAS?

Many thanks chris



Posted by: chris at January 19, 2008 4:08 PM

Man i installet windows and after i restarted to boot directly to windows the screen gets white
with the apple in the middle and it has that circle that is loading..and is loading for a long time
it doesent get either in os or windows...should i just wait???

Posted by: Vlad Barin at February 11, 2008 7:37 PM

Does the size of the partition on the hard drive relate only to the XP operating system or should
it be large enough to handle all ones windows programs, such as Office 2007?

Posted by: SD at February 12, 2008 10:14 AM

hi,
bootcamp seems to work fine, but when i start the setup and get to the partition list there is
only 1 partition. it is unknown1. any idea whats wrong?

Posted by: ad at February 12, 2008 4:05 PM

Could you please tell me how/where to download Boot Camp for free? It costs $129 on Apple
website.

Thanks

Posted by: Beanaam at February 19, 2008 12:37 AM

yeh i treid that on my new imac 24" but it came up with this/Users/Ceicj/Desktop/wont
work????.tiff and i used vista by the way

Posted by: Ceiron Crowley-Jones at February 26, 2008 9:23 AM

Hi there,

I have searched everywhere and found several explanations of what bootcamp is and how to
use it. Sounds great. I have even got past the stage of partitioning my drive, however, when I
insert my copy of WIndows XP into the drive, it can't run. There is an autorun.INF file on there,
and a setup.EXE and of course, my Mac cannot either of these. How do I get past this point
where I need to have Windows to run the file which installs Windows, when I don't already have
Windows installed...??

Regards,
Mike

Posted by: Mike Westcott at March 2, 2008 10:01 PM

after clicking on my "Boot Camp Assistant", a small thingy appeared and something like "Boot
Camp Assistant Beta has expired". What should i do now?

Posted by: sarah at March 15, 2008 8:55 AM

ok guys so i ran in to the same problem as you did with the 'ENTER' key not working...
furthermore the keyboard seemed to not respond...

how to SOLVE THIS...

find a keyboard, not native apple keyboard..i luckily had a usb logitech keyboard that apple
first didnt recognize but you can plug it in anyways and after a few short steps it will work non
the less. after that partition..or run the whole set up again and now youll be able to click 'Enter'
on the keyboard that you plugged in (just make sure its not apple at first)

this is relatively interesting and shows a few bugs in boot camp assistant because when the
installation process begins it lacks the drivers to use apple hardware while installing windows...

i hope this helps out alot

Posted by: val at March 20, 2008 11:09 AM

thanks for the tutorial.

I have a problem installing windows still though. I get to first blue screen of the windows
installation and when I press "enter", nothing happens. Does anyone know what I can do to get
the installation going?
Thanks to anyone who can help! (if possible, please email me!)

Posted by: olivia at March 23, 2008 9:45 AM



Hi there, can you tell me out to eject the windows disc from Imac? As it needs the disc
removed before it reboots otherwise it does through set up round and round.

Posted by: Ken at March 28, 2008 9:39 PM

Dave fella, thanks a lot... was getting worried i'd ruined my precious precious mac till i found
this.

CHEERS

Posted by: Mike at March 29, 2008 10:57 AM

Hi,
I am trying to install XP Pro Sp2 on Macbook Air using Bootcamp.

I can run setup, , but when Windows wants to restart after the install - It asks me to press
anykey to boot from CD-ROM - 
If I do, I loop back to a windows install. 
If I don't do anything, it looks like it tries to boot from hard disk but all I see on the scren is 
Disk Error
it asks for me to press "Any key" to reboot but at this stage nothing happens.

Is this where I am suppose to have a standard USB keyboard to use? I mean otherwise, the
Airbook keyboard was working fine when I was initially asked to press any key to reboot from
CD -

At this point, if I shut down, I notice a couple of things:
1) I can restart and press the ALT key, giving me option to start from the Bootcamp Windows
partition, but when I select this, I get Disk Error
2) I can restart in Mac OS
3) I can reboot from CD-ROM -

Any ideas how I get to the point where I insert my Leopard CD for the Airbook drivers?

Thanks,

Hopefull this will resolve soon...

Frederique

Posted by: Frederique at April 12, 2008 1:36 PM

Problem solved - It turns out that I had to actually select the "Format drive" option (I did not
try the (Quick) version because the formatting done by bootcamp was not enough. Sorry for the
bother.

Frederique

Posted by: Frederique at April 12, 2008 9:53 PM

Good info Dave:

I got one issue after running bootcamp installed everything okay I can run my quickbooks which
is all I need to run. I can not figure out how to get a windows internet connection while ibooted
up in xp. I tried to setup a new connection but nothing seems to work. Is there any issues with
internet while running xp boot?

Posted by: chris Snipes at April 15, 2008 10:44 AM

Thanks for this guide, it's helping alot. Although after installing onto FAT32, the system reboots,
then reloads the disk and restarts set up to install? If i eject the disk and press option to select
windows XP, it says 'disc error, press any key to restart' which then nothing happens. Boot
Camp isn't asking me to create a mac drivers disk either, I have my Leopard installation disk
and tried running XP with that in the drive but i still got the disk error message.

Any ideas? This has been a bit of a nightmare trying to set this up.

Posted by: James Burgon at April 17, 2008 2:35 PM

Thanks for your help the FAT was getting me I am now using NTFS as I need more then 100GB
for my windows Thanks

Posted by: Glacher at April 24, 2008 9:21 AM

THanks, Dave, it helped a lot!



Posted by: ted at May 4, 2008 7:33 PM

hi dave thanks alot!! i have one question tho..
if i need to partition the windows to more than 32gb, hw is tat possible?

Posted by: qitt at May 7, 2008 9:48 AM

Brilliant! Thank you so much, unbelievably helpful, we cocked it up first time but after reading
this we flew straight through the process with no problems. Everything works fine now and
thank you so much for your help. 
Much love Mikey & Jimmy xx

Posted by: mikey & Jimmy at May 8, 2008 5:00 PM

Hi, can anyone help me - I have a macbook air and have successfully installed windows xp,
however when i try and insert the mac osx install cd nothing happens or shows up. Have been
using a seperate dvd reader as I am unsure what else to do. Any help would be greatly
appreciated. Thanks.

Posted by: Dans at June 5, 2008 2:24 PM

I have macbook with leopard installed.i want to run windows xp on my mac.everything works
fine.I decide to partition my hardrive so windows has 32 gb.after i install windows xp
professional onto my computer, it goes to restart then loads a black screen that says disc error

press any key to restart.this happens after i intallation is finished.what can i do?

Posted by: mike at June 9, 2008 8:06 PM

I already have my HDD partitioned with Win XP Pro on one side and Mac on the other. I have
no sound coming from the Win XP side so can I use this proggy to install the sound drivers from
and do it on the Win XP side?

Posted by: raquii at June 12, 2008 4:41 PM

Thank you for this guide!! Without your screenshots I would have never gotten this to work.

Posted by: Joann at June 15, 2008 8:45 AM

is there anyway i can do this without the windows installation disk?mabe downloading it???

Posted by: dylan at June 19, 2008 6:19 AM

it says make sure to back up your computer before you download windows. What will happen if
i dont/ cant.

Posted by: lala at June 24, 2008 11:45 PM

ok i really need help. I put in windows and then started installing it, but then i realized i didnt
back it up and i closed it down. now when i turn on my computer, it goes straight to windows
and says press any key to reboot, but even when i do nothing happens

Posted by: lala at June 25, 2008 12:01 AM

excuse me mr.taylor but when i click on bootcamp assistant installer it says it can not be
installed on this computer.

Posted by: musaab at June 27, 2008 7:28 AM

I was able to partition my drive using bootcamp but my MacBook Pro rejects the Windows XP
installation disk before even starting the install. Any suggestions?

Posted by: Veronica at July 1, 2008 6:13 PM

Hello Dave - Never mind! I was able to locate my answer. Thanks anyway!

Posted by: Veronica at July 1, 2008 7:50 PM

i tried to do this but i got disk error once it reboot

Posted by: sharmila m at July 4, 2008 8:32 PM

Hi Dave, Firstly thanks for a very helpful page!



Hi Dave, Firstly thanks for a very helpful page!

I have installed Windows XP Home SP2, however everything seemed like it was going to plan,
but on booting Windows for the first time the screen goes black and it says" disk error, press
any key to continue" but pressing any key does nothing and I have to hold down the on/off

button to restart, in OSX.

Can you assist me at all?

Many thanks,

Nick

Posted by: nick at July 5, 2008 5:34 AM

Thx a billion dave for posting this

Posted by: aloywee at July 10, 2008 4:26 AM

So bootcamp comes with the macbook pro, but it doesn't have the option to burn the drivers; it
just goes straight for creating the partitions. I tried downloading beta from the apple site, but
when I try to open it it says it's expired. I tried updating, but still nothing. I've searched all over
it seems, but no one really has the attention span to answer questions. You seem like you'd be
able to explain what I need to know.

If you wouldn't mind emailing me, I would GREATLY appreciate it! Thank you in advance.

Posted by: kag at July 12, 2008 8:21 PM

Thanks for your interesting assistance, just got the iMac, XP installed but the wireless desktop
+ mouse do not work!
what can I do ?

Thanks in advance

Posted by: Caspar Radden at July 18, 2008 2:52 PM

Hi,
I have installed all h/w in new pc (amd processor, 1gb ram) and done partition, when im going
for installation of WIN XP bootable cd, Getting msg: 
EMM386.EXE Warning: Address line A20 already enabled

pls kindly give solutions for resolving this issue,

Abdulrasheed

Posted by: AbdulRasheed at July 20, 2008 5:42 AM

hi! HOW DO I GET BOOT CAMP?

Posted by: Francis at July 21, 2008 7:48 AM

Dave,
Good tutorial. I have been able to install XP SP2 in my MacBook.

My suggestion is to continue this tips and tricks to network connection, bluetooth mice, etc.

Again, thanks. -h-

Posted by: Heru at July 23, 2008 3:23 AM

When i insert my windows disc...it doesnt read it, it is described like "VRMFPP_EN" as you said,
But boot camp doesnt run it. What do I do?

Posted by: nick at August 9, 2008 8:01 AM

Hey Dave,
I am running on a mac book pro that already has Leopard installed. I ran through Boot Camp
Assistant which comes on the computer by default. Do I need to download the beta version? I
assume so I tried to partition. An error kept on coming up. 
"The disk cannot be partioned because some of the files cannot be moved. Back up the disk and
use disk utility to format it as a single Mac OS Extended (Journal) volume. Restore your
information to the disk and try using boot camp assistant again."
I am uncertain what to. Am i suppose to wipe everything by re-running Leopard again. Before i
take such a dramatic step i wanted to get your opnion on the issue.

Thanks,



Thanks,
Danny

Posted by: Danny Rivera at August 12, 2008 11:48 AM

I get the following msg when i try to open parallels desktop : The hard disk 1 is set to use the
Boot Camp while Boot Camp is not installed on this computer. Please help to proceed.

Posted by: Sameer Sheriff at August 23, 2008 8:39 AM

ok - i didn't back up my files. which option should i choose when formatting the partition?? one
of the first 4? or "convert the partition to NTFS?" or "leave the current file system intact "? will
my files get deleted anyway no matter which one i choose?

Posted by: Jessi at August 25, 2008 12:16 AM

Hi Dave, I followd your instructions through to the letter and installed XP without any problem,
so after that I decided to remove XP through the Boot camp utility then re-install with more
disk space.

Everything went like a dream

Thanks again!

Max

Posted by: Max Nex at August 28, 2008 12:28 PM

i have a couple questions about bootcamp.
1. after i install wiondows on my mac how do i increase the windows partition?
2. i want vista not windows xp, how do i install vista?
3. will bootcamping my mac mess with or cause difficulites when i run the windows or mac
partition?
4. if i want to take windows off or "restore" my mac like a windows computer how would i do
that?
5. in you opinion what would be the best mac laptop be to bootcamp?

i really appreciate you taking the time to email back. when you reply/answer cant your
answers be numbered 1-5 to match the questions asked..thank you a ton
TJ

Posted by: TJ at September 1, 2008 9:36 AM

i have a couple questions about bootcamp.
1. after i install wiondows on my mac how do i increase the windows partition?
2. i want vista not windows xp, how do i install vista?
3. will bootcamping my mac mess with or cause difficulites when i run the windows or mac
partition?
4. if i want to take windows off or "restore" my mac like a windows computer how would i do
that?
5. in you opinion what would be the best mac laptop be to bootcamp?
i really appreciate you taking the time to email back. when you reply/answer cant your
answers be numbered 1-5 to match the questions asked..thank you a ton
TJ

Posted by: TJ at September 1, 2008 9:39 AM

Help!

I'm getting a blue screen:

Stop: c0000221 Unknown Hard Error SystemRootSystem32ntdll

Thanks

Posted by: Cyrano at September 2, 2008 10:14 PM

Your instructions for installing windows on my mac worked great! Thanks! I do have one issue I
was hoping you could help me with. When I turn my computer on Windows is now my default
program and I can only get Mac up by holding down the options key when starting up. How can
I make Mac the primary instead? Thanks again!

Posted by: Ang at September 10, 2008 7:29 AM

Thanks VERY MUCH!



Thanks VERY MUCH!
I get how to do it now =) 
but i dont get the boot camp firmware update i habe a mac osx and i just dowloaded some
random stuff its still downloading but i still need some info on that Thanks

Posted by: luka Qin at September 10, 2008 8:37 AM

This article got me excited. I want to try it! But I'll be damned if I can figure out how to GET a
copy of boot camp. I can't find it on the Apple website. If it's there then it's incredibly well
hidden. Now I'm mad and don't want to do it anymore.

Posted by: Elvis at September 12, 2008 3:54 PM

Elvis, sounds like you want this article:

http://www.askdavetaylor.com/how_do_i_force_boot_camp_to_boot_into_mac_os_x.html

:-)

Posted by: Dave Taylor at September 13, 2008 10:43 AM

Hey Dave,

I amazed by your incredible effort to share this knowledge of installing Windows on Mac with
Boot Camp.

I faced a similar problem posed by Evan and Danny in their earlier comments. I did not see any
response to predicaments.

I am running on an Intel based iMac with the Leopard OSX recently installed. I replaced the
internal HD with a 1(One) TB HD and it is working fine (cloned with Super Duper!, a marvellous
and indispensable software).

I read the setup instruction and executed the Boot Camp Assistant (Version 2), which comes on
the new Mac Leopard OSX . I supposed that I will not need to download the Beta version. After I
clicked the "Continue" prompter of the Boot Camp, it responded with an error message."The
disk cannot be partitioned. Back up the disk and use disk utility to format it as a single Mac OS
Extended (Journal) volume. Restore your information to the disk and try using boot camp
assistant again."

I checked my internal HD one again just to verify the formatting. It was formatted as a single
partition, Mac OS Extended (Journal) volume.

What would advice me to proceed from here! Am I to clone this internal HD to another
temporary disk and then reformat this internal HD as suggested and reload (from the temp
disk) to the internal HD again. Before I take this critical plunge, I would to seek your expert
opinion on the issue.

Thanks in anticipation.

Stephen Lee

Posted by: Stephen Lee at September 22, 2008 11:01 PM

Hi Dave, 
I have a problem installing windows 
I did it till the blue screen popped out
And then on screen there were words asking me to press "ENTER" if i wanna continue and so,i
did but nothing seemed to happen
Please help
Thanks

Posted by: Darren at September 27, 2008 12:59 PM

Hey Dave. How would I make it so that Mac OS X is the primary boot? I only want windows for
certain programs, and would want it so that I have to CHOOSE windows to boot, (i.e. holding
down the option key to pick an OS)

So how would I change these settings?

Posted by: Taylor at October 9, 2008 9:25 PM

Taylor, please see:
http://www.askdavetaylor.com/how_do_i_force_boot_camp_to_boot_into_mac_os_x.html as it'll
answer your question!

Posted by: Dave Taylor at October 9, 2008 10:10 PM



Hi,

i installed XP SP2 in my mackbook,
everything fine except one problem in trackpad.
tapping on trackpad is not working.

everything else works fine, i can move my mouse and use 2 fingers to scroll on my trackpad.
only problem is tap.

Posted by: jameel at October 10, 2008 8:32 AM

Hi! I have the same question as a previous commenter:
"Your instructions for installing windows on my mac worked great! Thanks! 
When I turn my computer on Windows is now the default system and I can only get Mac up by
holding down the options key when starting up. 
How can I make Mac the primary instead? Thanks again!"
:-)

Posted by: Jesus at October 13, 2008 10:07 PM

Hi,
I've been trying to use boot camp for a while now it wont recognize my XP CD.
I've tried just the CD, i mounted the iso file, mounted the cdr file, even burned the files in the
iso file onto anther CD. The boot camp assitant just can't find the installer disc.

I've checked, the XP version is SP2 for sure.

please help?

Posted by: Emin at October 15, 2008 12:23 AM

THANKS

Posted by: Shiva at October 27, 2008 1:43 PM

Hi Dave,
HELP
I tried to install Windows XP on my macbook. When it came to formating the partition for it,I
chose 'Leave the current file system intact.' Now I can't open Windows and when I put the
Service pack 2 disk in, it says 'press any key to boot, and when you do, it says disk error'.
Have I messed up my boot camp assistant or it there any hope of installing windows again???
Thanks so much

Posted by: Nana Akosua Prempeh at October 27, 2008 2:25 PM

Hi Dave, thanks for posting this on your site.. it's a great help for all of us. But there is one
question I would like to ask... Can a Mac OS Tiger be installed with a Windows XP using Boot
Camp? if Yes.. How can we get a copy of Boot Camp?
Many Thanks...
-steve

Posted by: Steven at October 31, 2008 5:05 AM

HELLO,

HOW DO I INSTALL WINDOWS VISTA ON MY POWER MAC G4? IT HAS MAC OS X VERSION
10.5.4.

THANK YOU

Posted by: JOHNNY at November 6, 2008 8:30 PM

i had a problem.it stuck
at the final stage of installation and just the setup is formating, i got this massage;
disck error
press any key to start.
and it stuck. i trun it off and on and it is the same massage.
please help.

Posted by: abadi at November 11, 2008 7:29 AM

u r just apple! i mean simple straight forward but sofisticated!

Posted by: Lalith at November 19, 2008 4:11 AM



Hello! great tutorial Dave!

The Disk Error a lot of people here have problem with is caused by the version of the windows
installer CD.

You should be given the option to format the partion after you choose which partion you want
Windows installed on. However, some versions of the Windows CD's skip his step and goes
ahead and installs Windows without even give you the option to format.

Windows needs to format the partion itself, or it will not recogize the file system. That's what
the Disk Error message means..

It took me 3 days to solve this, and the solution is to obtain a different CD that gives you the
option to format. I made a page about the solution here http://hubpages.com/hub/How-to-
Solve-the-Boot-Camp-Disk-Error

Many thanks

/Dave

Posted by: David at November 19, 2008 6:43 AM

i would like to instal win on my mac but there is prob that i have got student win that i just can
active it when win is instaled on my mac but i have got no pass to enter for instal how can i
skip that part and after ward active my win

Posted by: gorge at November 22, 2008 8:01 AM

U R THE BEST,MAN! DAVE IS THE MAN! Thx big thx)

Posted by: d3m3n at November 22, 2008 2:23 PM

i need bootcamp for free download can u refer me a web site for it

Posted by: kushichand at November 23, 2008 8:43 PM

Great news, Kushichand: Bootcamp is now included with every copy of [the latest version of]
Mac OS X shipped. Simply look in your Applications -> Utilities folder for "Boot Camp Assistant"
and fire it up. Good luck!

Posted by: Dave Taylor at November 23, 2008 10:04 PM

okay I've done this and it works but now it will not allow me to choose to start my mac in
windows. Yes. I want to start it in windows. It is not even an option in my system preferences

Posted by: dkmilbry at December 13, 2008 10:51 PM

Hi Dave,

I have a big problem. I think I didn't select the correct drive format type for Windows and left it
as the default. It seemed to install ok but now, on boot up I get a 'disk error' message and
cannot boot into OSX or windows.

Please help!

Many thanks,

John

Posted by: John at December 23, 2008 6:54 PM

Hi dave my name is balaji and i have a problem installing win xp in my mac book pro even the
apple store cant resolve my problem thus i am approaching you in the hope of an answer...boot
camp goes fine and all and the disk loads all the needed file and it gets stuck at the screen
where it says setup starting windows i am not able to go after that i am using a proper
windows xp home edition sp3 what do you think is the problem is it sp 3 or something else
waiting for your reply ......

Posted by: Balaji at December 30, 2008 9:50 PM

Dear Dave!
I have power book G3 How to instal windows XP on Mac.

Posted by: vali at January 1, 2009 3:12 AM



HELP HELP!
I did what you said to do. But my mac restarted and i couldnt go to windows and now it says
Disk Error and Press any key to restart. Keyboard not working and it goes straight to that and
not loading mac osx :( what should i do?

Posted by: Namair Khan at January 6, 2009 9:08 AM

Hi, Dave. Great artical. I was wondering if you can tell me can I install Windows XP from a USB
stick since I own MacBook Air and I don't have external USB optical drive.

Posted by: Biljana at January 12, 2009 7:14 AM

Hi dave.
I'm having some trouble installing Windows Xp (SP2) on the macbook pro (late October 2008
model).
I get an error right at the beginning of the installation when it starts to boot up on the disc. 
It says something about the system memory manager (EMM286.exe) detected an error in one
of the device drivers or programs loaded in the system. I need help please???

Posted by: Joseph at January 12, 2009 8:53 PM

Hey Dave,
Just want to correct something on the message I posted up I meant (EMM386.exe) not
(EMM286.exe).
Thanks.

Posted by: Joseph at January 13, 2009 2:12 AM

Hey, can anyone help me? 
Rite now i am not really able to get a windows xp or vista CD, however i really need to install
windows on my mac book as soon as possible. Is it possible to download windows from torrents
or somewhere else and then use it in boot camp? If yes, please also let me know the details.

Posted by: David.k at January 13, 2009 8:34 AM

Hi My name is Abi. I quit set up when installing my XP on the mac cos i realised i hadchosen
too much space for windows. now it says press non system disc, press any key to reboot. my
windows disk is still in the mac and nothing happens when i press any key. Help

Posted by: abiola dikko at January 16, 2009 11:32 AM

sir 
my xp disc is not getting recognised what should i do , do i need a original company copy for
installation . .
partition was successfull done . .
what should i do now? . .

Posted by: vinay at January 20, 2009 12:02 PM

Hi,

I need help with this.

Have an iMac mid 2007 model.

now the internal super drive is dead; I use an external usb optical drive to burn etc.

How do I install windows xp/ vista / 7 using this external drive.

Every time I click on Start Windows Installation my mac boots and does nothing beyond that. I
have to press Option key to be able to boot back into my os x

It seems that my imac would not let windows boot from an external optical disk.

I tried booting the leopard disk that works without issue.

Any help is most welcome

cheers
Vivek

Posted by: Vivek Singh at February 2, 2009 9:01 AM

I have attempted to install xp with a ext usb drive and the answer seems to be no on install as
so. Still looking for a solution... super drive died on the iMac.



so. Still looking for a solution... super drive died on the iMac.

As for the torrent, yes you can download a copy. Everything in available but use at your own
risk. Spend $89 for a single use OEM xp disk off of newegg.com... I'd play it legal

The whole service pack 2 disk on ebay I think is retarded... you should be able to download
from Microsoft rather than pay for a disk. You shouldn't have to insert a disk for sp2 if I
remember correctly.

Posted by: Mike at February 8, 2009 9:09 PM

I have attempted to install xp with a ext usb drive and the answer seems to be no on install as
so. Still looking for a solution... super drive died on the iMac.

As for the torrent, yes you can download a copy. Everything in available but use at your own
risk. Spend $89 for a single use OEM xp disk off of newegg.com... I'd play it legal

The whole service pack 2 disk on ebay I think is retarded... you should be able to download
from Microsoft rather than pay for a disk. You shouldn't have to insert a disk for sp2 if I
remember correctly.

Posted by: Mike at February 8, 2009 9:12 PM

Hello Dave,
Thanks a bunch for this extremely helpful guide! Really helped reduce my panic in going
through the installation process.

On the other hand, may the great razorblade curse you to eat apples all your life for helping
me installing windows on my brand new mac.

Did not think I would need to, but I'm terribly unhappy about the office 2007 and 2004 suites.
Who would have thought I would be back so quickly...

Posted by: Augoustinos at February 13, 2009 2:05 PM

Dave, I appreciate your site and am ready to prepare an installation of Windows XP Pro on my
late 2006 24" iMac 2.33 Ghz IC2D 250GB running Leopard 10.5.6. Boot Camp is installed on my
Leopard. My question is, I have two installation CD's. I have a Windows XP Pro primary
installation CD and a Service Pack 2 CD. Will this work to have 2 CD's or do they both need to

be on one? Please advise and thank you very much for posting this guide! - MP

Posted by: Michael P. at February 14, 2009 9:20 AM

I've really messed up! First of all, I made an install mistake in my Windows XP. I chose NTFS
and then like a fool marked Read and Write over the default Read!! I got up at 3am to rectify
this and did a brute clean install of everything (going to Disk Utilities and making everything
one partition). Now, MacDrive doesn't work and says that my serial numbers are no good.
To add insult to injury, I have an XServe with VMware Fusion and Leopard Unlimited and
Window 2003 Enterprise 64-bit. It too is upset at that fool hardy routine of Read and Write that
I rectified at 3am. Now it completely corrupts the hard drives of the Virtual Machine Windows
2003 Enterprise!!
I have Panda Anti-virus 3 pack and now the free install of McAfee takes precedence and
although both installed in an hour, there is still a hidden no virus icon if you hit extender button
on the bottom status line.
I suppose I just should wait and maybe everything will rectify itself; but I just really messed up
so I thought I confess my foolishness!

Posted by: Bernard Cozad at February 20, 2009 6:56 PM

i can only seem to find XP with service pack 3.

will this version work with your instructions?

Posted by: Michele at February 22, 2009 6:18 PM

how can i reintall my windows XP?

"windows could not start because the following file is missing or corrupt: \system32\hal.dll.
Please re-install a copy of the above file."

step 1 to step #?

thank you.

gilmacgem

Posted by: noel gil at March 3, 2009 10:15 PM



Posted by: noel gil at March 3, 2009 10:15 PM

hey dave thanks a lot fr postin this article...u just saved my 1200rs (30$) if i would hav got it
done thru my apple dealer...thanx man u r gr8..

Posted by: himanshu at March 5, 2009 2:23 AM

i dont have a windows xp installation cd ..where can i get hold of one...

Posted by: zahid at March 8, 2009 4:58 PM

do i lost my data when i formatting my mac?

Posted by: andi at March 24, 2009 8:33 PM

Dave, On this example you used the Boot Camp Beta. And its says something that the
functionality you have is for a limited period of time. So, do I need to install the Boot Camp
final released version (purchase)?
tks a lot

Posted by: alex at March 25, 2009 10:05 AM

G'day Dave,

I am considering buying a new 24" 2.66 Ghz iMac. One attraction is the avoidance of the virus
scourge. If I install Windows XP PRO, brand new, am I encouraging problems with virus's again?
I wouldn't worry about windows but I have some now unavailable programs like Cool Edit Pro 2
That I constantly use so must have Windows. I DO worry about virus, malware etc.

Doug, Sydney.

Posted by: Douglas Rees at April 1, 2009 2:43 PM

Doug, if you run Windows you'll have the threat of viruses, malware, spyware, etc, whether
you're running it on its own dedicated hardware or whether you have it within a virtual
machine. If you have sufficient disk space, you can take an "image snapshot" of the OS
immediately after you've got it all installed and can always back up to that version if things go
bad, but, yeah, there's a reason why VM vendors are including antivirus software free... :-(

Posted by: Dave Taylor at April 1, 2009 2:59 PM

Dear Sir,
I am extremely happy about the way you explain things and solve many problems on
bootcamp.

Here is my problem. I have imac leopard and I have used the built-in bootcamp assistance and
tried to install windows XP professional with SP2. I followed all the instructions using the pdf
document. Installation failed. Now when I start my computer it shows a big ? sign on a white
screen. By the way I did not back-up any of my files. My disc utility shows 270GB used and
127GB free space which shows that the files are not erased. The problem is there are two hard
discs on my computer one is mac and the other is windows both have the same message
saying 270GB used and 127GB free space available. This information I have got when I inserted
my imac installation disc 1. I do not know what to do ?. Are my files erased or not ? Please
help me.

Posted by: laxmi at April 5, 2009 3:35 AM

laxmi, I would recommend installing OSX on your windows partition if the computer isnt
booting. That would allow you access to your files and give you the opportunity to back them
up.

Posted by: jarrad at April 13, 2009 9:04 PM

i have a problem with my Apple computer, there was a windows operating system installed but
when i switched it on lately it tells me that a file is missing and now i can not install any
operating system because my keyboards are not being detected. please help

Posted by: manuel at April 21, 2009 9:31 AM

Help.

I started installing windows before I knew I needed to burn a Mac driver thing. Now what do I
do?

Posted by: Rachael at April 28, 2009 9:28 PM



i have a mac pro and i istalled xp so i can work on some things but all is workin good...except i
would like to have mac as main boot and not xp.
if i don press the alt key xp will boot first..i want mac ? how should i do it?
thx

Posted by: steve at April 29, 2009 4:07 AM

hai dave plz send me the direct link for downloading bootcamp

Posted by: sandeep at May 3, 2009 3:06 AM

when installing windows on bootcamp, do i need a Parallels Desktop for mac to run Windows
virtually. or do i just need bootcamp.

Posted by: ronaldo at May 6, 2009 4:28 AM

i have intall leopard on my pc and how to install windows with leopard

Posted by: anuj at May 13, 2009 3:15 AM

Hello Dave,
I have win xp on mac osx 10.5.6 imac, and an error has come up, ( i don't know what caused
it, it reads
''The instruction at ''ox 7564cl383'' referenced memory at '' 0x00000060''. the memory could not
be ''read''. click on OK to terminate the program.
Svchost.exe- application.

Now it will not let me access very much at all, and computer locks up.
Please help if you can, I believe this is a main file missing, I have tried to re-boot but does not
work,It will not let me start computer in an earlier date.
Thanks, Regards, Greg.

Posted by: Greg at May 16, 2009 10:46 PM

hi i have been having troubles partitioning my hard drive. each time i try, it says that hard
drive can not be partitioned. can you help?

Posted by: tobi at May 19, 2009 9:02 AM

Hi Dave, Firstly thanks for a very helpful page!

My son tried to install Windows XP Pro
SP2, however everything seemed like it was going to plan, but on booting Windows for the first
time the screen goes black and it says" disk error, press any key to continue" and it won't
return to OSX.

Can you assist me at all? This is the same problem that affected Nick back in July 08

Many thanks,

Jon

Posted by: Jon at May 25, 2009 4:32 PM

I need to ask a question, when i inserted the Windows XP DVD, it appeared on the desktop but
the bootcamp assistant said "disk was not recognized" or something siilar to that. What shall i
do? 
FYI:the windows installation DVD is a copy. Is that what's creating the problem?
Pls tell me

Posted by: Salah Khalifa at June 3, 2009 2:27 PM

Dear Dave
I have recently purchased a Macbook Pro 2.8GHz processor, 4MB memory, with Mac OS 10.5.7
and 500GB hard drive. I have tried to load Windows XP Professional Service Pack 2 Version
2002 onto my machine using Bookcamp. I can get as far as "C:Partition3[FAT32]" and install
Windows, but I do not get to the screen where I am meant to select NTFS or FAT format. Before
this I get the message "Disk error. Press any key to restart" but I am unable to restart at this
stage. If I reboot I get back to the beginning of the installation where I hav.e to select
"C:Partition3FAT32". Can you help?
Andre - London

Posted by: Andre at June 12, 2009 1:20 PM



thanks dave for helping

Posted by: stefan djuric at June 16, 2009 2:33 PM

I have already install XP but I use NTFS is there any problem happen ???

Posted by: NgoaLong at June 24, 2009 9:58 AM

Got a new MacBook Pro and am attempting to install Windows via Boot Camp. After reading the
comments above, it seems that my issue was addressed by Frederique, however the solution is
to use the full format rather than the quick format. I don't ever get this option. It goes from
select partition to installation. Even when I have removed the partition, I cannot restart the Mac
without a "no bootable disK" error. I hold the option key down and select Macintosh HD, but I
seem to be in a bit of a loop. Any help? Thanks in advance.

Posted by: David at June 25, 2009 3:48 PM

hi dave,
i have a laptop mac 13 white mac os..but if i install the windows xp how can i found the the xp
driver?

thanx

Posted by: rodel at June 27, 2009 10:07 PM

hey dave...
jus curious to knw, if i install win Xp on mac then what bout the data and files that i have in
saved before. All those will lost or i do need to create a backup files for them. or is there any
possible way to install xp on mac without lossing all files and folders which are saved on
mac???
will b waitin for ur reply...
thankx

Posted by: suyog at July 2, 2009 1:18 PM

Your page was really easy to follow, but when I tried to reboot and work the Boot Camp itself.
When I take click on the thing itself it says "Book Camp Assistant has expired." and not "You
must update...." Can you help? Thanks! -)

Posted by: Jessica at July 3, 2009 12:28 AM

Hello,

I have the new imac 24" 3.06 dual core, blah, blah, blah...

I partitioned my HD without any problems. I ran the installation process with what I thought
were no problems.

After the installation process completes, my computer will not restart. It remains frozen at a
light blue screen.

I do a hard re-start (press the button on the back), and my computer boots up in windows xp.

I then insert the mac install disk to access the drivers, but I get a message stating that I need a
newer installer. Problem is, I can access the web. I even whet into my D drive and tried to
manually install every and each driver. That was a mess.

My refresh rates are horrible ... I'm assuming because the drivers are not installed. And when
in windows, the computers freezes when trying to restart.

How do I gain internet access?

Should I have waited longer for the computer to restart. Here is something else, after doing the
hard re-start, I notice that the volume holding windows is now untitled!?!

Please help

Posted by: edward at July 5, 2009 11:19 PM

Thanks for the info, hopefully i will install windows XP after i get the CD, keep up the good
work

Posted by: samer at July 6, 2009 1:23 PM

Dave, Thanks for your help! Windows seemed to install fine. the only problem I found was with
the Mac drivers... I inserted the MAC OS X Install DVD (which I was informed, contains all the



the Mac drivers... I inserted the MAC OS X Install DVD (which I was informed, contains all the
/mac drivers needed) and it took me to a bootcamp installation wizard... I did that and I think
everything is ok... the only problem I see is that the screen is all strecthed (to fit the
widescreen I suppose)... HOw do I fix this? Does it have to do with the MAC drivers not being
installed properly?

Posted by: Yazmin at July 19, 2009 3:21 PM

Yazmin, what happens if you just go to the regular Windows display settings options and change
it?

Posted by: Dave Taylor at July 20, 2009 4:02 PM

help! superdrive not working.ejects all kinds of disc. can not install vista. tried on external dvd
drive and usb flaSH DISK..NOT WORKED! what to do?

Posted by: rohdel at July 21, 2009 5:18 AM

Dave I was excited to get my long awaited Windows Vista Home Premium Disc, only to
discover it is a 64 Bit ~ not 32 bit as noted on page 10 under Step 2 Install Windows. What will
happen if I use this? Do I need to go out and buy a 32 Bit disc instead?

Posted by: dolores Marquez at July 25, 2009 11:48 AM

Unfortunately, last I checked, you *did* need a 32-bit version of Windows.

Posted by: Dave Taylor at July 26, 2009 7:50 AM

Hey Dave,

Great guide on going through the at some points treacherous ins and outs of Bootcamp and XP.

I'm having some problems on the XP side getting everything set up correctly however.

I have an iMac, post leopard release.
So I ran Bootcamp, everything went well, and windows XP runs fine. I used an XP Pro edition
with SP2 and all of that is in order. I initially used a Leopard Install DVD of my friends to install
the drivers, because I couldn't find the disk that came with my mac, and that worked until it got
the wireless components, and then would crash windows.

I then found, luckily, and put in the Mac OSX install disk that came with my mac and that
installed the drivers.

(or at least I think it did, it sure looked like it was, but afterwards it seemed as though all it did
was install a program called Bootcamp that helps with running dual systems on a Mac.)

But XP wont pick up any wireless networks on the page where you can manage your networks.
It's as if I have no built in wireless.

I don't know if you have to actually set up the built in wireless to work with windows, or if the
disks I put in actually didn't install the drivers. but I'm starting to go insane...

(on one last side note, my wireless mighty mouse and wireless keyboard won't connect in XP
either, BUT only after I used the Mac OSX install CD.... it's very strange.... )

Posted by: Sean at July 29, 2009 12:01 PM

Hi Dave,
I'm trying to figure out how to best reinstall Vista on a Bootcamp partition (that I then run
concurrently with OS X using VMware Fusion, which may or may not be pertinent to this
question). I have found great instructions on doing an initial install, but for a reinstall do I want
to boot into Vista directly or can/should I do it through the Bootcamp assistant?
Posted by: Zach at August 10, 2009 12:41 PM

Thanks Dave, but now that I have everything installed, I'm having an issue switching back to
Windows XP from my mac. It's all installed and it works fine, but when i switched back to my
mack using the boot camp installed in windows i couldn't figure out how to get back to
windows. help?

Posted by: Daniel King at August 14, 2009 7:57 AM

Hi Dave,
I just got a new mac with Snow Leopard in it and I tried running boot camp. I had the windows
sp3 and the initial part completed.. the computer then reboot and when it continued on the
installation, the "installing windows" part just kept going.. I left it over night and it was still
there even when it said it had 39 minutes left. I continuously tried to find a way to get around



there even when it said it had 39 minutes left. I continuously tried to find a way to get around
this but the installation just won't finalize. I don't really know what to do. Can anybody help
me??

Posted by: angel at September 3, 2009 1:53 PM

i am trying to install WinSP2, but when trying to do so, i get an error saying that i dont have
enought space on the harddrive to do so. after looking an verifing that i do have more than
enough space (4GB used, 28GB Free). what can i do? i tried downloading online, but when i try
to run it, that happens. when i try to run the disc, i get an error due to a proplem with the
installer. 
please help me

Posted by: Marco at September 11, 2009 11:18 PM

Hi Dave,
I just installed Snow Leopard on my MacBook and have been trying to install windows XP sp2,
with no success. When I try to install Windows, I insert the disk and my computer restarts with
a blank screen reading "No bootable device - insert boot disk and press any key." Do I really
need boot disks? Why can't I install from a file on my computer (as VM Ware allows)? Thanks
for your help.

Posted by: James at September 12, 2009 10:10 PM

Hi Dave:

I just installed snow leopard upgrade on my Airbook that already had a dual MAC/XP bootcamp
partition. The upgrade deleted my xp bootcamp partition all together. It also change the
formating so that bootcamp could no longer reinstall xp.

I called apple support and they tried a few things with me but ultimately stated that I would
have to totally repartition my hd for a single extended journaling partition and reload
everything then use boot camp to repartition the the drive to strip off what I want for xp and
reload it.

My question is that since the mac OS sees a second partition already is there a trick or
anything that you know of that I can try to use to reload xp without having to repartition the
whole hd and start from scratch.

j

Posted by: Jorge at September 18, 2009 4:22 AM

Hey dave, 
installed windows myself on mac. Partitioned my hard drive to allow 32GB for windows and
118GB for macintosh. 32GB is the maximum amount that can be, initially, partitioned for
windows to run in FAT format. My question is, now that I have windows running, would I be
able to re-partition my hard drive and give windows more space(preferably more of a 50/50
split), without losing all the data I have on the windows partition.

Posted by: Ethan Staats at September 28, 2009 8:45 AM

Hi Dave
Thanks for the great article.

You wrote:
go to Apple's Support Downloads and check their Available Firmware Updates list to click
directly to the firmware update for your own Intel system.

How do I know that I have got right one?
will I have to reboot, by pressing and holding the power button about ten seconds everytime i
test each firmware?
can you help me give an idea, what will the name of firmware look like.?
Thanks

Posted by: Harjinder Sekhon at September 29, 2009 2:31 PM

I need to load XP on my Mac drivers. So to avoid any failurity and not to lose my data what do
u advice me? B/c Before going in to action I have to take an advice from an experise.
Thank You

Posted by: Anteneh at September 30, 2009 3:50 PM

My labtop is POWERBOOK G4. So can I install XP on it?
Thanks

Posted by: Anteneh at September 30, 2009 3:54 PM



Posted by: Anteneh at September 30, 2009 3:54 PM

i am trying to install WinSP2, but when trying to do so, i get an error saying that i dont have
enought space on the harddrive to do so. after looking an verifing that i do have more than
enough space (4GB used, 28GB Free). what can i do? i tried downloading online, but when i try
to run it, that happens. when i try to run the disc, i get an error due to a proplem with the
installer. 
please help me

Posted by: Jessica at October 14, 2009 10:44 AM

i have one MAC iBOOK laptop,how can i install windowXP SP2 on my MAC iBOOK,it have only
10GB harddisk......

Posted by: gafoor at November 2, 2009 9:31 PM

Hey Dave,

I just finished installing windows xp on my macbook pro, but during the installation, errors kept
popping up when the files were copying, some weren't able to copy, so i just skipped the files.
It said that everything installed correctly, but I skipped through many files because they just
wouldn't copy. At startup, you see the windows page, but after a few seconds a blue error
screen appears saying that my computer has been shut down to prevent any damages. What
should I do? Now I can't use my mac either.

Posted by: Sergio Zavala at November 4, 2009 1:41 PM

Hello Dave,

I was trying to install Windows XP on my iMac by using Bootcamp and then it eventually failed
to install and so I ejected the CD. After all, when I turned on the computer, it made the starting
sound and then went to all black screen with a flashing indent line. What should I do?
Please help.

Thanks.

Posted by: Chong at November 6, 2009 12:21 AM

Wow, I majorly screwed up.

While toying around with Boot Camp, everything went well until I must have started installing
WXP on my main partition. Now my iMac won't boot into OSX, even with the OSX install disk in.
I tried the usual things like forcing boot from CD holding the C key, X to reset the startup disk,
Command-Option-Shift-Delete but it won't reinitialize into OSX.

Anything I do gets to a black screen with a blinking white dash in the upper left hand corner of
the screen.

I'm sure this must have happened to many people. Is there something I am missing?

Thanks for the help.

Posted by: 33Nick at November 8, 2009 10:21 PM

Hi Dave,

Excellent!!!

But a small query: How can I create two partitions for windows(one is for primary that is to
load windows and the second is for my data). So in future If I want to reload the windows i can
load in primary and my Data is safe.

Posted by: Balaram at November 13, 2009 5:15 AM

Hi Dave,

What I think about my previous query, Can I delete the C: partition(Primary Partition) from the
Windows XP Setup blue screen and recreate it with two different sizes?

Posted by: Balaram at November 13, 2009 5:21 AM

Thanks for a great (and needed) article. As a long time PC user who recently converted to an
all-in-one iMac I plan to do the partition as soon as I can buy a new XP sp2 program.
Posted by: Jim at November 15, 2009 12:44 PM

thanks, execellent info.



thanks, execellent info.
question: windows xp pro via boot camp on my 24" iMac is almost ok. I'm having a horizontal
stretch problem in windows xp mode. I tried the screen resolution changes, but the stretch is
still there. Do you have a solution?

Posted by: gene olton at November 17, 2009 9:42 AM

i have (laptop) compaq my windows xp has been currepted.now i want to install xp when i go
the setup but there write(adminstrator password) how i broken the password please help me i
am waiting your reply.
ali

Posted by: ali hassan at November 18, 2009 11:52 AM

Hi Dave, I've read most of your postees postings re: windows xp on the mac. I notice there's a
few that end up in pc jail or blue screen without their macOS working for them. I'd like to avoid
that fate someway and just get it done right the first time. Do you have a service or consultant
you recommend that can walk me through this process on the phone? 
Thanks,
Chris 
Northern California

Posted by: Chris W at November 24, 2009 11:56 AM

Hello everyone!
I am not that familier with Mac, but I decide to get a use one to practice final cut on it...
the fact that I am slow, I want to go back to my old editing software and the only way is to
have windows
now i have dual core G5 Apple Mac the Beast one, and I have OS X Leopard
I am trying to have windows in my apple but the boot camp doesn't appear at all
i read in some website that i can't have it because I have dual not intel, is it true?
what other selutions i can have windows on my apple mac

I would appreciate some advice

Thank you

Vi

Posted by: Vivien at December 1, 2009 11:11 PM

Hi, I just installed windows on my mac but I need the drivers & i couldn't find the option to burn
my own disk for the drivers?

help? :(

Posted by: Reynir at December 4, 2009 8:29 PM

Wondering where to find those Apple firmware updates? Go here:

http://support.apple.com/downloads/#firmware

Posted by: Dave Taylor at December 8, 2009 8:14 AM

This is what I get when I try to do it...

Back up the disk and use Disk Utility to format it as a single Mac OS Extended (Journaled)
volume. Restore your information to the disk and try using Boot Camp Assistant again

I put in my install disk and attached an external harddrive then I made a disk image of my hard
drive. I couldn't make a partition on my hard drive because there wasn't a place in the tool bar
to do that. What do I do?

Posted by: Erik at December 10, 2009 3:50 PM

when i try to petion my mac it says " files cannot be moved"
or something like that and to back up and format the mac but i dont want to lol is there a way
of findin out what the files are lol

Posted by: demonswithin at December 11, 2009 1:01 AM

MBPro mid 2008 w/10.6.2 in 1 partition on new SSD w/6GB DRAM.

Ran Boot Camp Assistant, formatted PC partition @ 40 gb and clicked install to start the
Windows DVD, inserted and a few whirs and nothing further. Gave up for now & repartitioned to
all Mac.



Tried both Vista & Win7 DVDs in 32 & 64 bit. In prior MBP, it worked perfectly first time on 10.5
(if I remember right).

Suggestions? Many Thanks in Advance.

Posted by: Bo Clawson at December 12, 2009 9:30 AM

Hey Dave,

"Yes - thanks for this guide. When I got to the partition selection in the XP set up I had no clue
what to do and exited, but - most distressingly - to a black screen that said "Missing operating
system". I couldn't even get to OS X.

I then loaded this page on to another machine, worked out by deduction that holding down ctrl
with the power key would restart using the XP disc and followed the installation guide here to
the letter. I'd reccomend anyone to do the same."

Ive had this same issue and can not get it to boot from disc. Have tried ctrl, along with a
number of other suggested shortcut keys. Any ideas?

Posted by: Josh at December 16, 2009 10:07 PM

i need boot camp download link,

Posted by: Vetrivel at January 3, 2010 4:26 AM

Dave,
I have installed Windows XP. But Don't have the drivers. How do I make a copy from Mac. I did
not see the option in Bootcamp. I ordered the original disks from Apple because I don't have

them. But is it possible to burn from Mac software.

Posted by: dan at January 5, 2010 7:41 PM

thanks that was really helpful :)

Posted by: jason at January 9, 2010 4:45 AM

hey..iv been trying to install Xp on my mac through Bootcamp...but the setup keeps reloading
again and again. the setup never gets completeed.. it says restating ur comp and rpeats the
whole copying of windows setup files again and again. plz help

Posted by: Nithish at January 9, 2010 6:37 AM

Hi Dave,

I do Video Editing work. I would like to install Win XP SP3 on my Mac Pro, 
and other Video Software which works under Win XP.

I need from Win XP to transfer/copy Files (Video) to the Hard Disk RAID 5 Mac Os X 10.6 Snow
Leopard for later use.

Because my Hard Disk are setup in RAID 5, is it possible to use Boot Camp ?
and if not, what is the Solution ? Does Win XP can recognize and use the RAID 5 to copy or
Save/Edit some Footage under Win XP with some Video Software
Many Thanks
Ben

Posted by: Ben at January 15, 2010 3:47 AM

heya dave, I need help......

Im very distressed....
I just installed windows on my mac but when I went to click on setup after i installed my mac
os x disc it is saying 'this package requires a newer version of the windows installer.Do you
want to upddate the version of the windows installer on your system?' when i click yes it says
'required resource 'update' is missing'? I dont know what to do as it appear the version i have
installed is to old. how do i remove windows now..
i would really appreciate help please

Posted by: gra at January 17, 2010 7:01 PM

Hi, I did the boot camp download installtion so to partition my new Imac's hard drive to include
XP. I so hate that it boots Win first, is there a way to change this and have it book Mac OSX
first?



Posted by: Abby Templin at January 29, 2010 6:53 PM

hi dave
i have macbook pro mb986ll/a
install windows xp sp2 with boot comp
then restart system 
and black page 

and stop system
plz help me

Posted by: david at February 1, 2010 7:05 AM

Hi Dave, i've got a brand new imac i just installed windows xp on it and did everything to the
letter as posted on here but i then noticed that my bootcamp which comes automatically
installed on computer never asked me if i wanted to make a macintosh drivers cd, after
installing windows i tried to install a game and it said that it couldn't find a sound card and then
i wasn't able to play the game coz it said something about some spooge's were missing, is this
because i wasn't able to install the macintosh drivers cd? i'd be so grateful for your help. Many
regards chris.

Posted by: chris comley at February 1, 2010 4:21 PM

for me it say installer disc could not be found could you please help many thanks Daniel

Posted by: daniel§ at February 2, 2010 12:38 PM

Abby Templin

when started ur computer, hold on the "option" key (or "alt" if ur using a pc keyboard) then
select "macintosh HD". when leopard or snow leopard or whatevers on ur imac boots up, open
system preferences -> startup disk.

Posted by: samuel at February 3, 2010 10:11 AM

hi there
how do i uninstall XP off of my mini mac?? it was of-course partitioned off and now i want to
remove it, any help for this?? thanks

Sultaness

Posted by: Sultaness at February 7, 2010 5:21 AM

Hey thanks for this, a fantastic tutorial - was up and on Windows within an hour! - It's kind of a
safety net whilst I make the change to Mac. Thanks.

Posted by: Jay at February 7, 2010 2:37 PM

My keyboard stops working when I get to the blue screen to install windows, Any suggestions?

Thanks Brad

Posted by: Brad at February 9, 2010 5:41 PM

When I open the Boot Camp Assistant on my Mac, and press "Continue", it says,
"The startup disk cannot be partitioned or restored to a single partition.
The startup disk must be formatted as a single Mac OS Extended (Journaled) volume or already
partitioned by Boot Camp Assistant for installing Windows."

What does that mean, and how can I fix it?

Posted by: Anonymous at February 12, 2010 9:08 AM

I have read every forum and boot camp support I can find -
but haven't found anyone with my question.

I create a partition through bootcamp assistant for my Win XP installation no problem.

I choose to install XP through bootcamp (and have tried directly from the CD too) -
and I eventually get to the choice of partition blue window.
Fine.
I choose C:\bootcamp FAt etc -
and I should then be taken to a blue screen where I can choose to have my partition formatted
in NTFS?
That doens't happen.



The installation begins -
and eventually I end up back at a black screen with a 'press any key to boot from CD' message
and a flashing cursor.

if I press any key -
the whole process I have just described above starts again - and will continue in this loop so
long as I keep pressing any key to boot from CD.

I have tried NOT pressing any key -
and I then get a 'disk error - press any key to restart' message.

I try pressing any key -
but the machine is now stuck there.
The cursor just keeps flashing at me.

I have to switch my MAC off - restart - and press the eject button on my keyboard.

WHY can't I get Win XP to install?

I am using OS X 10.5 after a full reformat.
(I was using Snow Leopard - which was a disaster for various reasons.)

Nonetheless - I cannot get XP to install using either.

I have VMWare Fusion - but virtual machines are less good at running my older Windows
games.
My raison d'etre.

I have tried Crossover games - but they only support one of my games.

Can anyone help?

Posted by: Wendi Dwyer at February 12, 2010 11:45 AM

i am installing mac os in the intel dg45in motherbard with 8gbddr2 ram and dualcore processor
but after installing sucessfully the mac screen in not coming now . what is the problem.

Posted by: vikram at February 14, 2010 5:05 AM

@ WENDI DWYER:

i am having the exact same problem - word for word, the exact same things are happening to

me. i haven't found anything yet as far as a solution, but maybe together we can find
something. if you come across something that works, PLEASE, let me know. i am in college and
am dying without windows on my mac - my engineering software is not mac friendly...:(

thank you, and im on the hunt daily, so hopefully we can figure this out.

my junk email is iamun_inc@yahoo.com 
ill check there for any updates.

Posted by: ladicius at February 14, 2010 11:06 PM

can u still run the drivers software on windows installed a few days ago

Posted by: clarke at February 23, 2010 2:55 PM

Hi Dave, that is useful but I just went onto Ebay to buy Windows XP and was stuck with OEM
versions and 32 bit versions and Install package 2 or 3 and 'the operating key' and you say
insert the drivers well into the installation process but Apple say before you start to install . I
have been spoilt by Mac I buy a disc and shove it in and after it is installed it works !

Would appreciate a list of what exactly I do need to get this thing flying

many thanks

Posted by: Vernon Yarker at February 26, 2010 6:55 AM

works brilliant mate , the guys complaining must be using corrupted non-burnt properly xp
discs, cheers for ur help :D Rekkit

Posted by: rekkit at March 1, 2010 8:39 PM

Hi Dave
I have a major problem, I try to install Win XP on my mac, but in boot camp, I click windows
installer before partitioning, I know that's a blunder!!!!!!!! Now, I can't even use my Mac. I don't
know what to do,should I install mac?!I will be so grateful for your help.



know what to do,should I install mac?!I will be so grateful for your help.

Posted by: mina at March 7, 2010 3:52 AM

Mina, well, it sounds like you might well have messed things up. What you might do (sorry to
say) is to repartition the hard drive as part of your reinstall of Mac OS X. Then the second
partition you can use for Boot Camp (and I"d make it at least 3-4 Gb in size, or even larger).
Sorry, it *is* a bit tricky to not have Boot Camp's install not step on your Mac operating
system...

Posted by: Dave Taylor at March 7, 2010 5:01 PM

Hi Dave , i have windows XP instaled on my Mac ,it works good but when i instaled cd creator
5.2 it will only play music it will not burn cd or dvd .I try to install the updates for cd creator
but when i try to install the updates a window opens (the burning engine has not been detected)
is there a fix for this. thanks fred.

Posted by: fred vansamang at March 17, 2010 11:21 PM

hey,i am very thanks to use our method to install the window which is very simple ....but a can
not in install window some problem after .......... Although after installing onto FAT32, the
system reboots, then reloads the disk and restarts set up to install? If i eject the disk and press
option to select windows XP, it says 'disc error, press any key to restart' which then nothing
happens. Boot Camp isn't asking me to create a mac drivers disk either, I have my Leopard
installation disk and tried running XP with that in the drive but i still got the disk error
message..... so please help me i am very thanksful u......

Posted by: sanjeev kumar at April 4, 2010 2:06 PM

Hi Dave

I have tried to install Windows XP on my Imac But it keeps on saying'error, setup failed. Press
anykey to continue'

The problem is my mac keyboard isnt working and i have my old windows keyboard has the old
connection cable with a purple connection thing that doesnt fit into mac. How can i eject the XP
disc and go back to my Imac screen?????

Please helpme! Thanx =)

Posted by: ronellegovender@gmail.com at April 5, 2010 12:40 PM

Thank you, for the information I have tried several time to install my windows xp on by power
book. All runs well until I have to enter the product ID code. It will not accept it. Could it be the
version of Windows that I have is a OEM version and not the full version? I had found the full
version was had to find. Hopefully I can use the version I have.

Thanks,
Jerry

Posted by: Jerry at April 11, 2010 4:30 AM

I can't even find the .dmg that is necessary to start this whole process. All I have is a
Bootcamp icon on the desktop that looks the same as my Mac hard drive icon. This must be a
really basic and/or stupid question. Help!
Thanks!

Posted by: Susan at April 11, 2010 2:53 PM

Hi Dave, Excellent stuff, thanks. I'm having a problem, however. I've partitioned my MacBook
Pro, with 10G for Windows, and am trying to install Windows XP. When I get to the part where I
select a partition, there is only one choice ' C: Partition1 [Unknown] 131072 MB ( 131072 MB
free)'. I'm scared to proceed, so I keep quitting at this point, lest I loose everything on my Mac.
Any help would be most appreciated! Thank you in advance.

Posted by: Fiona at April 18, 2010 10:48 AM

Dear Dave ,
Plz help
on Mac , I want to make 2 partitions for windows 
one partition for system and another for my data ( both NTFS )
coz I prefer not to save my data in system partition not to be lost if formatted , but actually
boot camp can't make me that 

plz help me



Posted by: Mokky at April 18, 2010 11:11 AM

Hey i have a problem i installed windows 7 onto my mac its fine it just doesn't let me connect
to the internet like a wireless router i know the connection is there because it connects with the
mac part of my MacBook. If i could get some help please send to my email Thanks. I believe
you can see my email.

Posted by: Jack Cobra at April 19, 2010 6:21 AM

After completed the installation, the following appeared 'press any key to boot CD, Disk Error
and Press any key yo restart" Then it just hang at this screen

What is wrong? Please help....

Posted by: Grace Leong at April 25, 2010 3:12 AM

that was a great help.. thanks for posting this article :-)

Posted by: ali at May 13, 2010 7:25 AM

I have macbook air 1.6ghz with OS X 10.6.3. I stall window XP Sp3. Everything went through
well.
After the windows installed then automatic reboot window. But aks me do ctrl-alt-delete to start
login in the account to start window. I cannot find a way to get into the window because the
Ctrl-Alt-Delete keys not working. How can I solve this problem.

In this case, I have no way to install driver for window.

Please give suggests. Thanks.

Posted by: Lin Pan at May 13, 2010 11:11 PM

I have a question. I currently have a Mac but there are a few games that I would like to play
that only run on Windows. I am thinking of buying an external harddrive. Can I split that like
my internal harddrive and then run the windows programmes and games when that is plugged
in? I should buy an external hard drive anyway, what do you recommend?

Posted by: Robert Bartlett at May 17, 2010 10:21 AM

Lin, here's what I dug up for you: "The Control-Alt-Delete problem is fixed by remapping the
keyboard using the remapkey.exe file that is part of the Microsoft Resource Toolkit - all
command line tools that seem to work as advertised."

Robert, yes, you can sorta/kinda do that but you'll need to reboot each time to switch between
operating systems. Should work pretty well, though. Good luck.

Posted by: Dave Taylor at May 23, 2010 4:32 PM

Ok, i got a BIG problem here... After inserted the windows xp sp2 DVD, i got a black screen
that says "Invalid system disk
Replace the disk, and then press any key"

The question is... how the heck i can eject the DVD if i always get this black screen message?
-.-'

Please help if can...

Posted by: adrianaleites at May 23, 2010 6:11 PM

ok... i already removed the dvd... and restore the partitions.

i didn't know about the alt (option) key -.-'

<-- NOOB!

but still, got the same error when tried again.

http://support.apple.com/kb/TS1722 <- here says something about format BOOTCAMP partition,
but i didn't get how can i do it...

Posted by: adrianaleites at May 23, 2010 7:52 PM

Hello a bit of problem here,

I had Windows XP running a Macbook MAC OS.
Strangely I am now unable to access windows xp and it has reverted back to Mac leopard
screen when the computer is turned on opposed to the blue windows XP screen.



screen when the computer is turned on opposed to the blue windows XP screen.

Trying to think, why is it case that Bootcamp expires over a certain period of time and then
revert back to Mac?

Posted by: shane at May 28, 2010 12:37 PM

Dave,

This is by far, the most helpful publication I've ever found. It was perfect, step by step, easy to
follow, and right on the money every step of the way. Couldn't have done it without this article.
Thanks. Will be back to your site again I'm sure, glad I found your site.

Posted by: Andrew at May 31, 2010 12:36 AM

Hi Dave,
Great walkthrough on installing boot camp!

So what I wanted to know is once you have Windows installed on your Mac and you've had it
for a while, can you go back to the original Mac home with a Dock, Safari, etc...?

Posted by: Lauren at June 1, 2010 11:54 PM

Hi Dave,

Great site! I followed and have win XP up. However, when I try to install XP drivers from the
Mac OS CD, I get a blue screen error toward the end of driver installation. I've tried restoring
and repartitioning to no avail.

My split is 80/140 Mac/XP. Thanks

Posted by: Mike M at June 8, 2010 1:09 PM

Can anyone give Boot Camp download link?

My disc don't have it ==

Posted by: anthony at June 11, 2010 6:34 AM

THANK U VERY MUCH. IT IS VERY USEFUL AND EASY TO UNDERSTAND. THANK U SPEND U R
VALUABLE TIME FOR US

Posted by: LV at June 13, 2010 10:37 AM

Looking for Boot Camp? You probably already have it on your computer, actually, if you look.
It's a bit confusing, though, because it goes by the name of "Boot Camp Assistant". Look for it
in your Applications --> Utilities folder, launch it, and you can then follow the above
instructions along...

I'll also note that I now don't use Boot Campt but instead use VMWare Fusion (a commercial
product) because it lets me run Windows XP, Windows Vista or Windows 7 *simultaneous* to
Mac OS X, which I find a lot better.

Posted by: Dave Taylor at June 13, 2010 11:26 AM

Hi Dave,

Thanks for the article. It appears I have a bit of problem that no one at Apple can figure out. I
have installed Windows XP through boot camp but the drivers for my wireless card and the
ethernet are not working. It does not recognize that the hardware is installed. Ever come
across anything like this?

Posted by: Cheri Kuhn at June 16, 2010 2:36 PM

Hey Dav :)

Listen i really need your help!!!
I turned on my macbook today and it opened in windows xp and i dont know how to change
back to the norman veiw on a macbook? OS X..

Please help me??

THnx

Posted by: Cayla at June 17, 2010 9:06 AM

Hey Dave



Hey Dave

Ok tried to use Boot Camp Assistant to partition my HD, but then it says that there are files
that can't be moved, and that i need to format my drive as "Mac OS Extended (Journaled)". I
have no idea whats happening and why this thing came up, and i dunno what files are there
that can't be moved. Hope you could help.

Cheers

Posted by: Saul at June 21, 2010 11:16 PM

I've had windows on my computer for a while now, doing this with bootcamp.
I don't really use it anymore and I want it off my Mac, but I'm not sure how.
Any help?

Posted by: Kayla at July 2, 2010 11:55 PM

Kayla, as far as I can tell, there's no graceful way to free up the partition from Boot Camp. I
think you need to reformat your entire hard disk and reinstall Mac OS X. Not so easy. :-(

Posted by: Dave Taylor at July 3, 2010 7:45 AM

Kayla,
Just start bootcamp again and select the Windows partition. Then you'll be able to remove it
and OSX will automatically add the space to your Macintosh HD partition.
Really easy to do!

Posted by: Erik at July 12, 2010 9:17 AM

"windows could not start because the following file is missing or corrupt: \system32\hal.dll.
Please re-install a copy of the above file."

this message pops up after i installed the win xp software...

how should i go about solving this problem

Posted by: Javon at July 22, 2010 4:22 PM

Hello Mr. Dave, great article. i was wondering if this works also on a Macbook pro?

Posted by: Tipsy at July 27, 2010 9:09 PM

Dave, I was able to use bootcamp and load windows xp on my macbook pro. when I tried to
load the mac OS drivers, I was given a message saying that a newer version of windows
installer was needed but that "the resource update was not available". Moreover, my macpro
will only boot up in windows xp even when trying to reboot holding the option key -- how can I
get my Mac OS back? I would greatly appreciate your help.

thanks,
Joe

Posted by: Joe at August 4, 2010 11:44 PM

I was able to get Mac OS back by holding both option keys during the startup until I got a
bootup option for Mac OS or Windows. thanks

Posted by: Joe at August 5, 2010 8:56 AM

hi dave,
i'm having ibook g4 n i've downloaded the boot camp n i've also extracted the files from boot
camp and after that i clicked on the instant boot camp.mkdp after i agreed all the terms but
during the licencing time it dosen't go further it gets halted (ie.,)it dosent goes to next step ...
and if i check the logs it shows it has no files ... so u plz help me out ...
Posted by: azeez at August 5, 2010 11:09 AM

This is a wonderful & useful article Dave
Thanks a tons for your time...

Posted by: Mac at August 18, 2010 1:32 AM

Hello Dave,..
I feel great to use macBook Pro for the, first time..
But, how can i makesure that the macBook is g3, g4, g5 and so on. Thanks.

Posted by: Efraim at August 24, 2010 12:47 AM



Posted by: Efraim at August 24, 2010 12:47 AM

Efraim, the easy way is to just go to the Apple icon on the top left of the screen, click on it, and
choose "About This Mac". The "Processor" field will tell you what you have. Mine, for example,
says "2.53 Ghz Intel Core i5".

Posted by: Dave Taylor at August 25, 2010 11:41 AM

Hi, Dave. Firstly, thank you for this article, it works fine... up to a point. I've gotten everything
to work up to 'Setup is copying files' on the blue screen, and it starts out fine, but it stops at
16% and has gone no further in the last two hours. I've restarted it twice, and always stopped
at 16%, at 'copying: irdasmc.inf'. What can I do?

Posted by: Lex at August 26, 2010 2:16 PM

ive got a mac and i like downloading stuff but it all ways says that it cant be run with dos on
how do i turn it off?

Posted by: samuel at September 7, 2010 8:14 PM

Hi, i have Mackbook air and I didn't have a Super Drive. I have a CDRW on Dell latitude. If i
buy a cable usb2sata, will work to install Windows?
If I have a stick usb boot with Windows will work?

Posted by: Dragos at September 20, 2010 6:26 AM

Dear,
I've had a problem in that whenever i open word/excel/powerpoint/entourage, i receive an alert
as below.
Microsoft word cannot load the Microsoft office shared libraries.
The files may have been moved from their original location. try the following.
- Move word back to the Microsoft office folder (or the folder where it was originally installed)
- Reinstall word to make sure that all files are installed correctly.

Note that if i open Excel/Powerpoint/Entourage, it responds the same
i.e. Excel cannot load/Powerpoint cannot load/Entourage cannot load.
HOW DO I SOLVE since i lost my installer discs?

Others
1. My drive produces a loud vibrating sound even if there is nothing (CD/DVD) in it.
What could be the problem?

2. Is it possible for one to download and install a DJ-ing software free?
3. Is it true that Apple products are virus free?
With compliments,
Gilbert.

Posted by: Gilbert at October 11, 2010 10:40 AM

Hi, I´ve installed the windows XP on my mac and windows works fine... but i have a little
problem, my original Mac OSX is missing, and now i cant switch to them... someone a reported
that problem?
How can i return to my riginal os?

Posted by: Juan at October 13, 2010 6:32 AM

if u hold alt on startup it should let you switch between them both

Posted by: calkc at October 14, 2010 1:27 PM

Dave,
I recently upgrade my MacBook Pro 2007 unibody model with 4 GB RAM, it now has the
maximum amount of RAM memory and a new hard drive. I partitioned the system as this:
Intel ICH8-M AHCI:

Vendor: Intel
Product: ICH8-M AHCI
Link Speed: 1.5 Gigabit
Negotiated Link Speed: 1.5 Gigabit
Description: AHCI Version 1.10 Supported

WDC WD10TPVT-00HT5T0:

Capacity: 1 TB (1,000,204,886,016 bytes)
Model: WDC WD10TPVT-00HT5T0 
Revision: 01.01A01



Revision: 01.01A01
Serial Number: WD-WXB1C1012325
Native Command Queuing: Yes
Queue Depth: 32
Removable Media: No
Detachable Drive: No
BSD Name: disk0
Rotational Rate: 5200
Partition Map Type: GPT (GUID Partition Table)
S.M.A.R.T. status: Verified
Volumes:
Macintosh HD:
Capacity: 333.93 GB (333,930,000,384 bytes)
Available: 316.28 GB (316,276,363,264 bytes)
Writable: Yes
File System: Journaled HFS+
BSD Name: disk0s2
Mount Point: /
WINDOWS HD:
Capacity: 332.96 GB (332,964,823,040 bytes)

Available: 332.36 GB (332,356,288,512 bytes)
Writable: Yes
File System: MS-DOS FAT32
BSD Name: disk0s3
Mount Point: /Volumes/WINDOWS HD
UNIX HD 3:
Capacity: 332.96 GB (332,964,823,040 bytes)
Available: 332.88 GB (332,881,756,160 bytes)
Writable: Yes
File System: MS-DOS FAT32
BSD Name: disk0s4
Mount Point: /Volumes/UNIX HD 3

I have updated my OS to version 10.6.3 and now I am trying to use my OEM disk with Window
XP, so I used the alt/option button and loaded Windows XP Home Edition, I convert the file
system from FAT 32 to NTFS and so I thought everything was working good. I checked using the
System Preferences and I can restart using the Start up disk to Windows on Windows HD but I
get a black screen with this message disk error press any key to restart. So, now I am creating
a disk image of my OEM disk and I hope that I can get Windows XP to work. My goal is to
upgrades to Window 7 Home Premium on my Windows HD. Then on my load Ubuntu 10.10 on
my partition UNIX HD 3 can you help me?
Father Michael

Posted by: Father Michael at October 19, 2010 5:15 PM

Posted by: Father Michael at October 19, 2010 5:15 PM
Hi Dave,
I made a post on 10/19/10 At 515PM, Since then I have tried in vain to load Windows XP Home
Edition the OEM Version 2002 includes service pack 2. I erased the partitioned volumes for FAT
32 and Unix. Which I noticed Mac OX X 10.6.3 doesn't have an option to partition with Disk
Utility for Linux operating systems. I reformatted the hard drive into:

Mount Point : /Volumes/Untitled Capacity : 640.16 GB (640,155,648,000 Bytes)
Format : Windows NT File System (NTFS) Available : 639.48 GB (639,476,383,744 Bytes)
Owners Enabled : No Used : 679.3 MB (679,260,160 Bytes)
Number of Folders : 0 Number of Files : 3,225
Then I got Parallels 5.0 from my external drive which I use as a Time Machine backup when I
had the 150GB hard drive, and now I have a Western Digital 1.0TB hard drive. I was installing
the same OEM Version 2002 with service Pack 2 into the Virtual Machine when I got this error
message SXS DLL System error in manifest or policy file
"D:\I386\asms\10\MSFT\WINDOWS\GDIPLUS\GDIPLUS.MAN" on line 4
Ultimately this happen;

Error Installatiion Failed: D:\I386\asms. Error Message: The request could not be performed
because of an I\o\O device error.
Despite the bumpy problems I remain optimistic about every thing I envision have on my MAC
BOOOK PRO
with your prayerful help,

Father Michael

Posted by: Father Michael at October 22, 2010 4:44 PM

Comment regarding internet connection under Windows...
After installing Windows XP Profesional 2002 on a Macbook the internet connection continued to



After installing Windows XP Profesional 2002 on a Macbook the internet connection continued to
work with Mac, but did not work in Windows at all (no ip settings and no internet signal or
wireless signal from the wireless router). While in Windows I inserted the Mac OS X install Disc
and selected the Broadcom installer file. It installed a bridged network connection and allowed
the reception of a wireless network signal from the router to appear but still no ip settings were
being recognized. Then, while in the "Network Connections" window, I deleted the bridged
network connection icon and this deleted the broadcam connection icon also and two new
connection icons appeared, the "Wireless Network Connection Enabled Broadcom 802.11n
Network Adapter" icon and the "Internet Connection Icon both appeared in the "Network
Connections" and the internet connection under Windows running on the Macbook was up and
running.

Now the next step in completing the Windows XP Pro set up is to download all updates and
Windows XP SP2 from the internet and finish installing on the Macbook while running Windows.

Thank you Dave for starting this forum, it has been most helpful.

Posted by: Jacque at October 27, 2010 7:31 AM

Dear Dave
i am theary i have problem with boot camp when i set up window xp2 completed it appeared
only one window i can not see mac, why? can u help me? now how can i do if i lost my mac
this?

Posted by: Theary at November 3, 2010 3:11 AM

Dear Dave 
when i finished with install xp2 on mac completely 
i should to setup mac OS again or no need but when start up window when i press option key i
can see only window. please help me

Posted by: knob at November 3, 2010 3:29 AM

Dear Dave 
one problem that when i insert disk window xp2 and click on start installation a few min it's
appeared not recognized disk, why?

Posted by: vany at November 3, 2010 3:33 AM

sir,
i have windows vista black 2009 ver.sp1 every time
i start the system it is blocking reboot.exe file 
and i cant fix this problem please helpme overcoming this problem,
thanks.

Posted by: shaik zubair at November 3, 2010 9:55 AM

I HAVE A PROBLEM!
my computer is skipping some steps. It doesn't ask me to burn the cd, and rebooting my
computer doesn't work either. it goes right to ''creat a second partition.'' Does it matter?

Posted by: joanie at November 6, 2010 5:41 PM

Dear Dave
cam you help me i have big problem with imac ealy 2006. mac 10.4 with xp home and boot
camp 1.1 . in 2007 boot camp was expired in 2010 few months ago win xp also not working.
icant select dual boot thing.its also not working only apple icon showing. i have tried to install
with xp cd but came black screen and i can't see any thing but i know cd reading is progressing.

i start with mac and change sys date to before date boot camp expired. and tried with boot
camp "start installation" then imac was restarted and came with black screen then i get xp cd
out and boot to mac nothing happen always it trying to start with cd.

then i start with mac cd and its ok its progressing and then shows me to select language then i
select english click next arrow. it's show "preparing to install" then i press and holp power
button and turn it off. then turn on it and take out cd try to boot with mac. nothing happening
always come with black screen .

can you tell me what should i do. i have lots of data with mac and i never backup with it.
please mail me yasmithasar@yahoo.com thank you.

Posted by: yasmith at November 10, 2010 9:54 PM

I am having a problem while installing Win XP SP2 on my mac OS X. that is when I select the
bootcamp partition, windows installer is not asking to select the file system and format that



bootcamp partition, windows installer is not asking to select the file system and format that
partition. instead it starts copying windows files on it...when my computer restarts, it does not
boot into windows....plz help

Posted by: Zeeshan at November 11, 2010 7:14 AM

this is going to be good

Posted by: chad at November 12, 2010 4:03 PM

Hi Dave! need ur help
I am having a problem while installing Win XP SP2 on my mac OS X. that is when I select the
bootcamp partition, windows installer is not asking to select the file system and format that
partition. instead it starts copying windows files on it...when my computer restarts, it does not
boot into windows....plz

Posted by: Zeeshan at November 13, 2010 6:18 AM

Dear Sir

Can i install window server 2003 on mac os?
if it can how can i install, please help me!

Posted by: Theary at December 15, 2010 8:59 PM

Should I be afraid of loosing my data while installing windows

Posted by: Ahmad at December 19, 2010 8:28 AM

how to run mac os after install window xp

Posted by: Dharmvir singh at December 24, 2010 2:38 AM

thank you so much Dave :)

I have one problem.. I can't partition my disk, and it says: "the disk cannot be partitioned
because some files cannot be moved.
Back up the disk and use Disk Utility to format it as a single Mac OS Extended (Journaled)
volume. Restore your information to the disk and try using Boot Camp Assistant again."

when i go to disk utility, it says my HD format is already: Mac OS extended (journaled) and i
don't see a partition option there.. what do i do? :( xx

Posted by: Joy Specken at January 6, 2011 12:41 PM

hi thanks for the press-option-to-choose-which-OS-to-run tip. question: my Windows XP
partition is 20GB. if later i decide to jack it up to say, 50GB, is it possible to just do that on the
fly? or do i have to redo the whole thing (which means losing the data i have already stored on
my XP partition). thanks for your help!

Posted by: diana at January 7, 2011 4:24 AM

in imac key board is not working to press ENTER key while installing XP.
can some one help how to use keyboard while installing xp in imac

Posted by: sarath at January 7, 2011 5:18 AM

I used your directions last night and everything went perfectly. Thanks!!!!

Posted by: nice at January 14, 2011 12:27 PM

Hi Dave, I'm having a problem. I've installed WinsXP on my mac using boot camp. Your
procedure is different than the one in apple store where we burn the drivers on a cd. We are
told to install the mac os x disc for the drivers after uploading wins xp but when i do that the
process ceases, there is a window that shows up (green) for a couple of seconds and the first
line says "the system has encountered a problem..." and brings me back to the mac portion of
my hard drive. How can I fix this?

Posted by: Gerson Aguirre at January 19, 2011 9:40 AM

Hi!

I followed the instructions on your website, and installed xp on my macbook air. however, i'm
not able to create the windows xp driver CD for mac, and hence im not able to install the
drivers required. Is there any way I can get the drivers?



Pls help!

Thanks!!

Posted by: chris Chew at January 25, 2011 1:21 PM

hi
i want to install windows xp on macbook pro
i started it welll but after it gets installed and reboots it shows disc error on the screen... wat
do i do.... i have the pirated windows xp installation cd only.....so pls help me to proceed

Posted by: nagoor hanifa at February 7, 2011 7:07 AM

Hello, i have a question about it. I got internet modem but it doesn't work on mac nad it work
on windows Xp. so, if I download it on my macbook pro. is it gonna work i guess? 
And is it possible to both of them macintoch and windows xp??

Posted by: eka at February 10, 2011 1:06 AM

Dear Dave,
I has installed Win XP on Mac book air yesterday.
Installation of XP was successful.
But the last step "Install Macintosh Drivers for Win XP.exe." after window installation could not
be successful because it said "this is for Winow 7". So I tried to find Boot Camp for Win XP. But
cannot find till now. How can I proceed?
Rgds,
Nicholas Naing (nicholasnaing@gmail.com)

Posted by: Nicholas Naing at February 10, 2011 10:26 PM

hi
i want to install windows xp on iMac
i started it welll but after it gets installed and reboots and then goes to a black screen forever!
It's a pirated version- VMware Fusion ran it perfectlly but i can't use that because the disc
space/ram is too small. What can i do to get my iMac to run it with bootcamp?

Posted by: Will at February 12, 2011 1:58 PM

Dave, trying to load WIndows XP Sp2 on my mac mini using bootcamp 3.0. The disc partitions
OK but when I come to install WinXP my screen goes grey with an intermittent flashing of the
Apple symbol and 'no system' icons. I have tried this now with 3 different original WinXP discs.
Getting a bit frustrated as i can't work out the problem. The latest edition of bootcamp will not
let you install XP only WIn7 and Vista so am a bit wary of upgrading my Mac OS X 10.6. Any
help would be useful.

Posted by: Peter at February 23, 2011 5:13 AM

Im trying to install Windows XP on mac via bootcamp. but when system restarts its not going
into normal CD rom Boot...but its going to Caldera DR DOS. wht do i need to do install windows
XP?

Posted by: sukruth at February 25, 2011 11:14 AM

Hi Dave! Great article, however, I am having a MAJOR problem. I have a new (2011) MacBook
Pro, 13 inch, 8bg ram, 500 gb hard drive. I partitioned the hard drive for XP at 32 gb. It then
told me to insert the windows installation cd and so I did. Then it restarted, started going
through the process, and went to the "setup is inspecting your computer's hardware
configuration" screen. And stayed there. And stayed there. So I held the power button to
restart, but now it only brings me back to this screen. I hold the eject button and the XP
installation cd will not eject. I am freaking out! Any help you advice you could send my way
would be Greatly appreciated!

Posted by: Andrew at March 18, 2011 3:31 PM

Thank you for your article. I have tried myself but the system keeps "installing" Windows but
always comes back to the same blue sreen called "Welcome to Windows Installation". Also it
doesn't ask me to choose between FAT, NIFS, etc I don't even know if I still have MAC OS
running as the computer gets stuck at the blue screen, no matter how many times I restart.
Can you help by any chance?

Posted by: Linda at March 21, 2011 3:59 PM

i dot have bootcamp.. please 
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i dot have bootcamp.. please 
i use ibookG4 i want to run win

Posted by: chatchai at April 20, 2011 5:22 AM

Thanks for the help...I HATE MAC!!...but i needed to refer to this for a buddy who wanted
windows installed...question...why even bother buying a computer with the MAC operating
system already installed when you all end up putting windows on it anyways? you could save
money by not buying a MAC in the first place,they are over-priced and under-performing...At
least windows has an Operating System that works...yeah sure it's flawed because it doesn't
run on a kernel like MAC and Linux but just because it works better than MAC could ever dream
I support Windows

Posted by: Rowen at June 4, 2011 10:35 AM

Hi Dave, when I click "boot camp" for the partition, Apple came up blank. It doesn't have any
boot camp anymore. Hence, how do I make a partition on my Mac? Are there any parallels
somewhere? Thanks for your help :-)

Posted by: Jenny at June 10, 2011 8:07 PM

i need to format my mac which is running win xp and reload the xp ,but when i try to boot
frommy win xp cd,its not booting . how can i install my xp on mac ? please help.

Posted by: ernest thanki at June 14, 2011 5:34 AM

I HAVE SOMETHING TO SAY, NOW THAT YOU MENTION IT, BUT ...

I do have a lot to say, and questions of my own for that matter, but first I'd like to
say thank you for all your efforts on this Web site by buying you a cup of coffee!

I DO HAVE A COMMENT, NOW THAT YOU MENTION IT!
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